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AIRCRAFT NOISE SOUHCE
AND CONTOUR ESTIMATION
By D. G. Dunn end N. A. Peart
BoeingCommercial Airplane Company
1.0 SUMMARY
Reflecting the need for analyzing and, if possibl:, red_)cing the community noise resulting
from aircraft operations, the Boeing Commercial Airphme Company, under contract to NASA-
Ames, has developed a computer program for predicting the noise generatedby live basictypes of
aircraft: turbojet, turbofan, turboprop, V/STOL, and helicopter. A second program has been0
developed which calculates contours of equal noise level (footprints) and the area within the
contours for an airplane during takeoff and approach operations. The footprint program is
compatible with the NASA-Ames flight simulator. The flight simulator provides aerodynamic and
engine performance data, and _he footprint program calcul_es contours for equal noise level,
thereby providing an estimate of the noise exposure produced by an aircraft operation. Typical
results from the computer programs are shown in figure 1. These computer programs are intended
to _ssist air,:raft designers by identifying the noise characteristics of various aircraft and engine
configuratio_ls. These noise levels can then be compared to community noise goals.
Aircraft noise prediction techniques used within the aviation community arc usually based on
empirical d;_ta and the resulting procedures vary. These differences arise in numerous ways; e.g.,
(I } the sanlt acoustic data can be formulated into prediction procedures with varying degrees of
sophistic_ttion and complexity, (2) differences in noise measurements do occur in similar tec_ when
some of tl,,c important variables can not bc controlled, and (3) the complexities in noise _. }.eration
and propa_.,ation have fostered more than oac theoretical view of the phenomena involved.
l'hc source noise prediction and extrapolation techniques presented in this report represent the
state of the art durii,g the contract time period. The procedures are primarily empirical. Some paris
of the procedures were obtained from published literature and in some inslances unpublished
melhods ustd within the Boeing Commercial Airplane Company were employed. The selection of
tcchuiqucs wcrc m_lde to provide a base for comparisons among aircraft design choices and for
cv;duatio_ of aircraft operations. ItoweveL results from these procedures can not be expected to
agree c×;'clly with absolute noise levels calculated hy other schemes. In many instances, an
cugine/air_rame confi_.,uration has its own peculiarities. These peculiaritie_ may require cmxections
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ZNOISE $3URCE ESTIMATOR PROGRAM RESULTS
• SOU_ID PRESSURE LEVEL (SPL) SPECTRA vs. TIME _vX
• PERI_EIVED NOISE LEVEL (PRL) vs. TIUE
• EFFECTIVE PERCEIVED NOISE LEVEL (EPNL)
Y
¢/aEERVER
NOISE CONTOUR ESTIMATION PROGRAM RESULTS
• EPNL OR MAXIMUN PNL CONTOUR POINTS
• AREA WITHIN EACH CONTOUR ._ ._./ ..j_TYIqC_L)
• NOISE ESTIMATES (EPRL CwmAX. PNL) ON _ /" ""/" "'_'>'_"""'_{"_'_'_"" "
SIDELINES FROtl FLIGHT TRACK | i 1 !
X
RESULTS GIVEN FOR EACH NOISE COIIPO_ENT AT EACH ,._ /_( / Tn_r,x
OBSERVER / FLIGHT PATH SEGMENT OEFi01ED BY THE USER. _ _..___,,_'_
REQUIRES NOISE SOURCE PREDICTIONS OR EEASURENENTS AI"_'Y
A SERIES OF POINTS AS DISCUSSED W SECTION 5.3.
FIGURE 1.-RESUL TS FROM NOISE SOURCE AND CONTOUR COMPUTER PROGRAMS
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Iobc app;,c.I to the predict.'d levels for a parth:ular m)is¢ source ¢.'onipotlentOI eh;,Ing¢,_ ill one or
more of the variouscai_:ul.'ltionmethodsof'lured in this report.
it is extremely difficult to assess the ,t¢curacy of noise prediction procedures. This difficulty
results froni i_sufficient data for known sources (individual component sources which combine to
give the total nois_, of _he system), anomalies in measured data. and the small number of different
engine/source configuratioqs. Cemparison_ of predicted with measured noise levels (Effective
Perceived Noise Levels, EPNdB) tor cu,'e.nt airplanes have shown tha*. the tolerance for these
methods is generally +5 EPNdB. It should be recognized that noise levels are logarithmic quantities,
and an error in a noise estimate can result in a large error in a contvu: estimate such as area. Hence,
the tolerance for the contour estimation procedure largely depends on the confidence level
associated with the acoustic data that is used.
A description of how to use the computer programs is contained in a tompanion report
(ref. I)° This portion of th,: report contains the engineering description of ti_e noise prediction
procedures embodied in the ,:omputer programs.
2.0 INTRODUCTION
-i ]'he increase in commercial aviation in the last decade has been accompanied by increased
'_ complaints rrom communities directly exposed to the higher noise levels associated with aircraft
reduce the noise have included changes in
operations. initial attempts to community exposure
takeoff and approach procedures, development of acoustically treated inlets and mounting jet noise
SUl_pressorson the exhaust nozzles. Also, Federal noise regulations (ref. 2) have established noise
limils for new airplanes that are significantly lower than first generation jet operation levels. "l_ais
recent emphasis on reducing airplane noise has resulted in considerable acoustics-related research
_,_,1dew/ol_ment activities_ These activities have been primarily directed toward defining the noise
t_,.eratinga_cchanisms of aircraft engines and defining ways of reducing noise at its source through
design innovations and suppression devices.
The implementation of noise reductiop technology in engine, nacelle, and acoustic lining
de._tgn has Jesulh:d in a generation of quieter airplanes, e.g., the Boeing 747, Douglas DC-IO,
Lockheea L-101 I, and Cessna Citation. Numerous other programs are currently under way, each
with the objective of either reduch_g the noise of current airplanes or developing noise technology
for applic thon to future aircraft. Throughout these research programs, there has been only minima:
effort dcvot-d to developing the methodology required for predicting the total community noise
p_'rtbrmancc of new airplanes. This report represents the state of the art calculation procedure for
aircraft t'otmnunily ,i_ise pt'cdiction.
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The current contract, NAS2-6969, has been completed in tw0 parts_-ph_ses A and B (ref. 3).
Phase A (ref. 4) consisted of providing rela_:ively"crude" compu_eJ_i_edprocedures applying to
noise source estimation of conventional turbojets or turbofans. Also, part of the Phase A effort was
the development of computerized procedure_F_rnoise contour estimation adaptable to "reabtime"
flight simulation. The computer programswere designed to operate on the IBMSystem 360167 with
the additionalrequirementthat thenoisecone.ourprogramwouldoperateon theXeroxSigmaVii
and VIII computersin conjunctionwith the NASA-Amesflight simulator,phaseB consistedof
supplyingmore advancedcomputerizedproceduresf(Jr noise sourceprediction.The computer
programfor this purposehasbeenwritten to provide I/3 octaveband nolle e_timatesfor such
configurationsasadvancedtechnology"quiet" engines,rift fans,lift/cruisefans,ejector/suppressor,
e
-t blown-flap, propeller, helicopter, and tilt rotor aircraft,etc., in addition to that for conventional jet
aircraft. Also, the contour program has been updated to be applicable for the more generalized
requirements.
The discussi,3n_ection of this report has been divided into three parts. The first deals with *,he
overall view of the noise prediction procedures.The second deals with the description of the various
computer modules for noise source estimation. T=b!e ! lists the computer modules included.
In each of the computer modules, the user has the option to specify reductions on a spectral
basis when suppression devices are employed. For these situations where lining is installed, a
calculation procedure applicable to optimized, single or double layer linings is available. These
procedure._are included in the noise _ource estimation program for those items noted in the list for
the noise source computer modules in table !.
After the individual noise source spectra are computed for a datum condition (free-field,
1 meter from source), extrapolation technique' are then used to adjust the datum spectra to
correspond to the noise observed as the aircraft ,des by an observer. The spectra obtained are
functions of time and permit the calculation of the effective perceived noise level during takeoff
and/or landing.
The third part of the discussion deals with the procedures used to calculate noise contours. At
the discretion of the user, an additional output of the noise source program can be a set of tabular
data on IBM cards to define an acoustic data routine for the noise contour program. The acoustic
function can be either peak perceived noise level or effective perceived noise level versus some
engine performance parameter, range at the closest point of approach, and elevation angle. This
function is then used for calculating noise contours as described in section 5.3. The computer
programs for this task are designed to run in '°real time" on the Xerox Sigma Vll or VIll computers
for flight silnulationsa.d in "batch mode" on the IBM System360/67.
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TABLE I.-NOISE SOURCEESTIMATION COMPU'FERMODULES
NO. of Modules
• Measured Data 1
® Jet Noise 5
a. Single exhaust nozzle
b. Co-annular exhaust nozzles
c. Ejector/suppressor*
• , d. Slot nozzle wtth augmenter ?'lap*
• e. Externally-blown flap
• Noise Generated Inside Primary Duct 2
: a. Core*
I b. Turbine*
1
® Compressoror Fan Noise 3
a. In]et compressor _r fan*
b. Discharge fan*
c. Lift-fans*
• Propeller, Helicopter and Ttlt Rotor 2
a. Empirical wopeller procedure
b. Theoretical propeller/rotor procedures
Total 13
*Denotesoptional use of lining
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3.0 CONCLUSIONS
This is the final report for contract NA$2-6969. It describesthe restAtsfor the Phase B portion
of the contract. Empirical procedures are described which represent the s:ate of the art and are the
best approachesreadily at hand for estimating the community noise levels fo; the five basic types of
_ircraftmentioned in the summary. At the present time, comprehensive theoretical procedures do
not exist for noise prediction for all the aircraft mentioned. In some cases, theoretical methods can
be computerized, but they are computationaily expensive, requiremore detailed information than is
readily available,and do not provide significantly more accurate absolute levels than that obtained
_,_,_ by empirical means.
'_ Past experience has shown that when suppressiondevices are t_,sedto reduce the acoustic levels
of major noise source(s); new noise sources always appear. New prediction procedules must be
continually developed to reflect the noise contribution of the new sources. Also, the existing
procedures must be continually refined to reflec_ the change in engine design and the demand for
increasedaccuracy.
4.0 RECOMMENDATION
in general, aircraft noise prediction methods will change as technology improves;therefore, it
is recommended that these procedures and the corresponding computer programs be periodically
reviewed and updated. To provide guidance on future developments and to gain a better
understanding of the mechanismsinvolved, a theoretical analysis should accompany any -_,visionsof
the empirical procedures presentedherein,
6
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5.0 DISCUSSIONt
5.1 MACROSCOPICVIEW OF TIlE PROBLEM
Noise predictionprocedureshavebeendevelopedfor five basictypesof aircraft: turbojet;
turbofan;turboprop;V/STOL; ._ndhelicopter.Figure2 showsthesepropulsionsystem_and the
typesof noisesourcesassociatedwith _ch type. Of the fivebasictypeso_['airplane_,theV/STOL
aircraft is the most complicated because of the different high-_tt confi_tions pg_.-_ntgybeing
considered-blown-flap, augmentorowin,g, lift fan/jet and tilt rotor. In 3dJition, the V/STOL
configurations may have more than one type of powerplant, L¢°, conventional turbofan wing
,!, mountingwith lift fansin thewin8or lift jetsattachedto theairplane'sfuselage.
i{t
In orderto provide the flexibifiW requiredin predictingthe nois_from the severalsource
contributorsfor a givenaircraft, theapproachshownin figure3 isused.Thepredictionconsistsof
_ four steps:
l) Solutionof the Right Path/ObserverGeometry:
in this stepthe airplaneb _st_medto movealonlga straightnine,i.e., constantclimb
IPmdient.At angularincidents o_'10°, 20_,o.. 170°betweenthe flightpathanda lineto
the observer, sampling points ,for the aircraft's position are taken whicJ_correspond to a
set of observation times during the fright when the noise is he_d. At each a_rcraft
position, all geometrical terms required to extrapolate the noise from the source to the
observer age determined. After the _drplane/observergeometry is defined, the next step
considers the orientation* of the noise sources.
2) Calculationand Summation of the Sound levels for Each Source:
For eachpoint alongthe flight pathsegment,sphericalcoordinateanglesrelativeto the
noisesourcereferenceaxis are calculated.See (q_,q_o,0o) in figure4. Thesean_les
describe the location on a sphere about a source where the noise is to be determined.
Thus, non-axial-symmetric** radiation patterns can be considered.
*The angularorientationof thegrosstl_ust vector for a powerplantabout thealrceaft'slateralaxis
with respectto the horizon.
*_Exceptfor conventionalsingleengineaircr0lt,the ra4i_tionp_tternswill benonoaxip_l°symmetric.
7
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The noise attributed to each source is then calculated and summed to form a total of al'
the sound sources at each aircraft position. The noise levels thus formed represent
free-field, inde:: t l/3 or I/ l ) octave band spectra, on a sphere (radius = l meter) radiating
toward the observer at each position considered along the flight path segment.
3) Extrapolation of the Index Noise Spectra:
In this step, sound attenuation due to spherical divergence, atmospheric absorption, and
extra-ground-attenuation is considered (refs. 5 through 8). In addition, the interference
phenomena of ground reflection is included as an option (section 5.1.3.2 and
appendix A). The results from this step represent the total (1/3 or l/l) octave band
spectra versus time received by the observer as the aircraft passes by.
4) Human Response Measures:
_'he extrapolated spectra are used to calculate the human response measures; Perceived
_it Aoise Level (PNL), tone-corrected PNL, and Effective Perceived Noise Level (EPNL). The
_!' EPNL is determined by integrating the antilogarithm (Base l0) of the tone-corrected PNL
il< with respect to time (refs. 2 and 9), not from a transfer curve as was done during Phase A
_:_ of the current contract (ref. 4). Since there is some question regarding tile validity of th_
fl tone-correction procedure, an estimate of the effective perceived noise level EPNL isprovided, based on the regular PNL-time history. Occasionally, the procedure gives a
tone-correction when in fact no tones can be observed in the l/3-octave or narrow-band
spectra. This estimate is denoted in the computer output by an asterisk beside the EPNL
label. The omission of a tone penalty also solves the problem of obtaining an EPNL
estimate when only full octave band spectra are available and tone-corrected PNL's can
not be calculated. Further detail on each step mentioned above is presented in the
following sections.
5.1.1 Definitions/Limitations/Assumptions
5.1. !. 1 Flight and Weather Conditions
Tile noise prediction procedures defined herein are limited to flight operations, where the
airplane speeds are less than Mach 0°35. The SAE procedures (refs. 5 through 8) that are used for
noise extrapolation are limited to _he following weather conditions:
I
Temperature -10 to 32°C (30 ° to q0°F)
Relative humidity 30% to 100'7,,
Downwind 0 to 16 km 9er hr (I 0 mph)
12
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Figure 5 shows the "weather windows" that are currently recommended by the SAE for
acoustic testing and by the FAA for noise certification of new aircraft°
5. i. 1.2 Index/Free-Field Spectra
The far-field noise data used to develop the prediction methods in this report contained
atmospheric and groundeffects that areinherent in most acoustic test data. These effects have been
estimated and removed from the data, i.e., the data was corrected to free-field conditions (no
reflecting ground plane) and extrapolated back to a distance of I meter from the source (assumed a
point) in ,."der to remove atmospheric absorption. The resulting spectra are given the term
"Index/Free-Field Spectra." They do not representthe levels which would be observed at one meter
from an engine, but rather far-field levels artificially synthesized in order to remove the effects
mentioned above.
5.1. ! .3 Far-Field/Point Source(s)
,o The acoustic far-field is defined as those distances greater than or equal to ten times tile
.....!1 _ acoustic wavelength of interest, or ten times the characteristicsource dimension. At these distances,
the noise observed may be considered to have originated at a point. Thus, the spacing between
engines, etc., can be considered negligible, as the observer is sufficiently far away from the airplane
such that the noise appearsto he emitting from a single point.
5.1.1.4 Noise Extrapolation
SAE procedures (ref. 5 through 8) are used for extrapolating the datum spectra (Index,
Free-Field) to other positions in the acoustic field. The extrapolation procedures consider the
attenuation of sound due to spherical divergence, a_inospheric absorption, and the turbulent
boundary layer near the ground.
If the acoustic impedance of the ground is known, the interference phenomena due to ground
reflection can be estimated (sec. 5.1.3.2 and app. A). Otherwise, it is assumed that the observed
noise levels will be typically free-field plus 3 dB-the nominal effect of ground reflection.
5.1 .I .5 Scaling
For each noise component, it is assumed that the noise and the thrust from different
powerplants can be scaled for comparisons, if the powerplants pass equivalent mass flows when
operating at _he same gasdynamic conditions. The scale factor is determined from mass flow
measurements:
13
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(!)
Scale
Factor = _ml / m2
where Oh !, th2) are the mass flows of two different powerplants operatingat identical gasdynamics,
i.e., Mach number and temperature.Thus, the acoustic and performancedata for engine two can be
scaled to engine one by multiplying all linear dimensions, including acoustic wavelength, by the
scale factor. Note that acoustic frequency is inversely proportional to wavelength. Since thrust is
proportional to area, it sca}_ with the squareof the scale factor.
5.1.1.6 Multiple Engines
For multiple engine aircraft, an increase in noise is observed over tlwd predicted for a single
engine. If N identical sources are present with no interference, the increase is
AdB --"10 lOgl0(N) (2A)
However, it has been found (refs. 7 and 10) that the increase in noise predicted by equation (2A) is
too high for sound which propagatesnear a jet exhaust of an adjacent engine in order to reach the
observer. An empirical relationship has been developed (ref. 10) for predicting the changes in
aircraft-generated sound attributed to the attenuation/scattering/refraction effects caused by jet
effiuxes. This effect is expressed as a function of the number of identical engines N, azimuth angle
¢o, and elevation angle _o shown in figure4. The formula is
LOG10(N) (2B)
This assumes that the engines have co-planarexits and that their centerlines lie on a common plane.
Scant information is available for establishing the influence of fuselage/wing shielding. For
conventional jet transports; i.e., engines mounted under the wings, the effects have not been
observed. Other types of engine mountings require additional tests.
5.1.1.7 Flight Effects
The effect of aircraft motion for jet noise is accompli,Jhed by the use of the jet velocity relative
to the ambient air (tel 7) as the key parameter, instead of the jet velocity relative to the nozzle.
However, an exception to this rule occurs when predicting the jet noise for an augmenter-wing (see.
5.2.2.4). The overall sound pressure level data for this noise source (ref. !1) is normalized with
respect to total temperature and nozzle pressure ratio. The effect of airplane speed on this
component is at present unknown, because part of the jet noise is generated inside the augmenter
15
flap and part is generated outside. In order to determine the effects of motion, a flight or wind
tunnel test is required and the resultant acoustic measurements should be compared to that for an
equivalent static test, i.e., free-stream velocity equals zero,
The other noise component (core, turbine, fan, rotors, etc.) procedures account for the motion
of the source by utilizing the results from theory (refs. 12 and 13). The sound pressure level spectra
i-:!
are Doppler-shifted, and a level correction, 10 lOgl0 (1 -M 0 cos _)n, is applied. The value for thei
_J
exponent, n, varies with the type of source being considered. Additional detail on the corrections
i.t for fright are presented in section 5.2.
i 5.1.2 Geomet:y Solution
"! The first step in the procedure is the geometric solution for the aircraft/source position versus,
,L
_'1 time. This is required for extrapolating the index/free-field spectra to the observer and for
computing the non-axial-symmetric noise characteristics of each source. The analysis for this
solution is shown below:
Required Data (see fig. 6)
GRAD Climb gradient, i.e., tan O for Z _ ZR
X Sideline distance
Z 0 Airplane height above the ground when at Y = 0
ZR Observer height above the ground
/_ Angle between the flight path and sound propagation path
CA Average speed of sound over the propagation path. This value is approximated by
C A _ 0.5 (Cz0 + CZR)
where CZ0 and CZR are the local speeds of sound at altitude Z0 and Z R,
respectively
C Z Speed of sound at aircraft altitude, Z. This value is approximated by
CZ _ CZO
M0 Aircraft Mach number
16
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I &T =0 REF°
SOURCE (X,Y,Z) e) ,I10, ZR-Zo ZR)
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,t z .
D
_t.
Z R
-T- V-
OBSERVER(O,O,ZR)
"_ FIGURE 6.-FLIGHT PATH SEGMENT GEOMETRY
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Results (see fig. 6)
(Y, Z) Aircraftcoordiwtes
P Sound propagatior, path distance
AP/P Relativeincrease in path length for ground reflected signal
0! Angle of incidence for groundreflected signal relative to grazing incidence
/32 Elevationangle used in extra-ground-attenuationforn',ula
1" Retarded time when sound is generated relative to the visual overhead reference;
i.e., aircraftis at Y = 0
_ t Time the observer hears tt;e acoustic signa),relative to the visual overhead
i reference
.>
, I Unit Vectors
AAA
(i, j, k) (X, Y, Z) coordinate system
^
S Direction of flight
_ =cosO_+ sinO
_N Direction of sound propagated
zN
with ZN = Z - ZR
The basic approach in obtaining a solution for the flight path geometry is to solve the three
governingequations below for the distance Y, which yields a value of Z greater than or equal to ZR.
if the solution for Y yields a value of Z less than ER, it is assumed that the climb gradient is zero,
correspondingto the noise source beingat the observer height.
A A
P cos r, = P PN " S
= °[Y cosg + (;_ - ZR) sing] (3A)
p2 = X2 + y2 + (Z ._ZR)2 (3B)
Z = Zo + Y tang (3C)
18
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t A value for Y is obtained by fonning the quadratic equation (4), from the substitution of
equations (3B) and (3C) into the sqvare of equation (3A). Simplification yields
a y2 . b Y + ¢ = 0 (4)
where
_,_,. a = (sin_/cosO)2
/'i
b = -2 Zno tane sin2_
c = Zno2 sin2O - (X2 + Zno2) cos2/_
Zno - Zo - ZR
The roots of equation (4) are then given by
Y=QI _Q2
with
QI = b/(2a) = -0.$ Zno sin (2 O)
Q2 = cose 6 2.+ (Zno cosO)2/tan/_
Substitution of both roots into equation (3A) eliminates the erroneous (QI + Q2) root and
gives the solution
Y " Q1 " Q2 (5)
' After Y is detennined, Z and P are computed using equations (3C) and (3B) respectively. The
increa:,ein path length for the ground reflected signal is computed by
AP / P _ _-_ o I for [r [ >_e (6A)IJ
= Itm _ for [rl<e (6B)N... Qo B K
K'I
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+where
r : _/45
4ZZR/P2
BI = 0.St
i Bk  I- -I"B k (_11
_,; Once the distances are determined, the angles used in the extrapolation formulas are
_'"_ def'medby
°1 = tan'l [:IZN (7)
with ZN* = Z  ZR
_2 = sin'1 [ ZN / p :] (8)
Next, the time that thesoundis generatedandobservedis computedrelativeto the aircraft
_ferenceposition(X, O, Zo), shownin figure6. The :'esultingformulasareas follows;i.e., let
dSz = yZ+ (Z- Zo)2
dS = [sign of YI_ 1/_
(9A)
1: = dS / (Mo CZ) (9B)
t = 1:+ (P/C A)
This completes the geometry analysis requiredfor noise extrapohtion° if the orientation angle
(6 E) of the noise source reference system is given, (see fig. 4), the (:,_mpletegeomet_ for noise
is determinedusing
pr,e_.u-l,;e,_
+ = d_,Pectlvltyangle
= cos'l[ =(Y cos6E + ZN sin_ E) / IPI ] (IOA)
2O
1 I
i iI
_o '= aztmc_thangle
= _an'l[ IXI / - (Y cos8E + ZN stn_)] (lOB)
,%= elevation angle
tan"1 [ IY stn6E - ZN cos6EI / IXl ] (IOC)
*NOTE* 90°< ¢b < 180° when (Y cQ';aE + ZN stnaE)
ts positive.
4 5.1.3 NoiseExtrapolation
The predicted noise components aretreated as free-field (index) spectraat a reference distance
of one meter. The techniques for extrapolating from the source to the observerare basica!!y the
same as those used duringPhase A of the contract (ref. 4) with the exceptions listed below.
!) Extra-ground-attenuation(refs. 7 and 8)
2) Multiple-engineeffect (sec. 5.1.1.6)
3) Groundreflection (refs. 14 through 19)
A revision of the extra-ground-attenuation methods was made to reflect information obtained
from recent JTgD flight test data (unpublished) and to match the standards (refs. 7 and 8) more
_* closely.
"lhemultiple-engine effect can cause non-axial-symmetric radiation patterns; therefore, it w_
removed from the extrapolation step and included as part of the prediction methods for each noise
| component(see.5.2).
A theoreticalgroundreflectionprocedurehasbeenincludedas _ useroption(see.5.1.3.2). if
the impedance of the reflecting ground plane is known, the user of the no_;e source prediction
computer program can estimate the effects of this interference phenomen_ instead of using a 3 dB
It addition to the free-fieldspectra.
Thus, the noise extrapolation procedure,_contain the following four items (see fig. 6).
I_ I) Spherical divergence(ref. 7) 20 IOglo(P/Po)
where Po = ! :neter
II 21
2) Atmospheric ab.',orption where _(f') _(f) IP/1000l
is _he avera_,_:loss coefficient
(dB/KM) over tile propagation path.
This parameter is a function of
frequency, ambient t@mpcrature,
and humidit.i (ref. 5).
3) i"xtra-grounu-attenuation EGA (fo P,//2 )
--)i"_ 4) Ground rcllection GR f, P, 81 Z! KI
where (ZI/Zo) ah,a (KI/Ko) are ' ' ZO' K0
i_" Ih,, normalized impedance and
l,i
wave number respectively for
the ground.
Rcl'ercnces 5 and 7 provide all necessary detail on spherical divergence and atmospheric
absorption, respectively. Hence these items are omitted from further discussion here.
5. 1.3. ! Extra-Ground-Attenuation (EGA)
'Fhc bc:.l available stamlard, in a form useful lot prediction, is contained in reference 8. This
report (based on an average of a large number of measurements) provides a procedure for
calculating e stra-ground-attenuation as a flmction of distance, frequency, elevation angle, and wind
direction. This attenuatkm is thought _.o by dt_e to a combination of two effects: refraction due to
wind and temperature gradicnts: and dispersion due to the turbulent h_undary layer. The latter is
nearly always present; however, the former dominales for upwind propagation. Unfortunately, the
refercnce defines the EG _, for only a single wind velocity _I0 mph. In addition, the phenomenon is
dtqlned only at source]obsurver heights of i.73 ,neters (6 ft.) for up-wind propagation. According
to reference 8 the attenuation is essentially constant in the downwind sector (cone angles greater
than 120°). Because of the limitations, it has been common industry practice to use downwind
propagation tot wind speed of 10 mph as a standard.
Using l!iis standard, EGA is a function of distance, frequency, and elevatio,_ angle. Data are
shown in teK'rencc 8 at elevation angles of 0-2°, 10°, and 20°. During Phase A o|" the contract, this
data was repre,_ented by a fuaction of the following form:
EGA(f, P. _2) = EGA(I, P. 0") e×p I-Kff)
where
0
EGA(f, P, 0°) = EGAat 0-2° elevation angle
f = frequency
P = distance
/32 = elevation angle
K(f) = is chosen to fit the dataat IO*and 20°
This function was modified during the Phase B effort because it predicted substantial amounts
of EGA at high elevation angles, a phenomenon not observed duringflight tests; e.g., nearly 2 PNdB
. |_ at//2 = 30° for 0.25 N.Mi. sideline nois,, e_timates. During the JT8D Retrofit Feasibility Study for
DOT/FAA, a large number of noise measurements were made at various altitudes from 122 M to
2750 M and at several thrus_ values. A minimum of three flights were made at each altitude and
t thrust. From a preliminary analysis of the data, it appear5 that EGA approaches zero at elevation
_!
angles gr¢_er than 45: In view of the above, a third formula, which goes to zero at 45° and linearly
connects the data in reference 8 was chosen until better data becomes available. The formula is
O
EGA(f, P, _2) = EGA(f, P, 0 ) F(_, f) (II)
I where EGA(f, P, 0°) is obtained by linear interpolatiol_with respect to log(P) and log(f) on the data
given in table 2. The function F(_2, 0 is shown in figure 7 and is tabulated in tal)le 3.
5.1.3.2 Ground Reflection
¢
The particular model considered is a point source,, homogeneous media (air and ground), and a
smooth/infinite/reflecting plane with complex acoustic wave impedance based on the acoustic
analog _o that in electromagnetic theow (refs. 14 through 19). From this model, it has been Ibund
that the reflection effects are quite sensitive to Ihe aircraft/observer geometry, the source
1_ frequency, and wave number ratio (KI/K0), ;,nd _hc normal impedance (ZI/Z O) of the ground.
Complication arisesbecause the valuersof these ias_;two parameters are not common knowledge for
various types of terrain. If the parameters ZI/Z n and KI/K 0 are not known but only guessed, _he
pre_|ictedground reflection effect can make the Effective PerceivedNoise Level more in errorthan
that obtained by simply adding 3 dB to free-field data. tlowever, this phenomena does deserve
study because its spectral effects are significant. A detailed analysis for the optional ground
reflection procedureincorporatedinthe computerprogramisprovidedinappendixA.
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TABLE 2.-TABULATION OF DATA FOR COMPUTING EXTRA GROUND ATTENUATION AT
OOELEVA TION ANGLE-EGA (f, P, 0°) in DB
Reference: Figure 3 of SAEA|R g76
"_ Log (f)
)istance Lo9 (P) 2,9287 ._ _3,229-7"t-=hru_'P in (ft) 10 _! 2.3266 . =3,.8318 _
(1 0.0 0 O 0 0 0 i 0
100 2.0 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
140 2,1761 0,3 0,5 0,6 0,8 l,0 1,1
200 2,301 0,5 0,7 1,0 1,2 1,5 1,7
300 2,4771 0,7 I,I 1,4 1.8 2,2 2,4
}
400 2.6021 0.8 1.5 1.9 2.4 2.7 3.1
1 600 2.7781 1.1 2.1 2.6 3.2 3.6 4.4
800 2.9031 1.5 2.5 3.2 4.0 4.8 5.8
1000 3.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.2
1400 3.1461 3.0 4.3 5.6 7.1 8.5 = 10.1
2000 3,3010 4.2 6.0 7.7 9.7 11.1 13.0o
3000 3.4771 5.0 7.0 9.1 11.2 13.1 14.7
4000 3.6021 5.0 7.1 9.7 11.8 14.0 i 15.4
!,
 oooo I
_000 _9031 50 72 100i 120 148 160 I37.5/75 75/150 1501100 3001600 6007i200 1 1700-/2400 thru
__480_0]_9600 "-'IOCTAVEBANDLIMITS- (Hz)
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ELEVATION ANGLE _2"(DF.Go}
_, FIGURE 7.-DEC'A Y FACTORS FOR COMPUTING EXTRA-GROUND A TTENUA TION
(COMMERCIAL OCTAVES)
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TABLE 3.-DA TA POINTS FOR EGA DECAY FACTOR
ELEV.
E_ DECAYFACTORS,F_2t _)B2 in DEG
0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 i.0
10_ .186 .297 .352 .406 .468 .534
20 .16_ .183 .188 .198 .214 .235
45 O. 0. O. 0. O. 0.
go O. O. O. O. O. O.
1 2 3 4 5 6,7,8
COMMERCIALOCTAVEBANDNUMBER
i
"NOTE* Valuesin Table abovewere obtainedfrom Figure
_!-;"_/))l 4 (Appendix 2)of SAEAIR 923. The &dB errorwas minimized by using
for ranges P = 250, 350, 500, 700, 1000, 1_00,
2000, 2800, 4000 feet.
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5. 1.4 Lining Treatment
Current technology in predicting the attenuation of acoustic linings incorporates a combina-
tion of experimental correlation and theoretical analysis. The acoustic wave attenuation analysis is
based on a rectangular duct _ith mean flow and boundary layer effects. Equivalent duct heights for
non-rectangular duct geometries are obtained by equating flow areas, treated areas, and duct
lengths. Far-field attenuation directivity corrections have been obtained from engine ground
test data.
In the application of this technology, three types of prediction procedures of different detail
and complexity can be identified. These three types are (1) prediction of the attenuation spectrum
i for a given lining design, (2) prediction of the lining parameters for a given duct configuration where
-' the attenuation of a noise spectrum is maximized, and (3) prediction of the attenuation spectrum
i_ for a given duct with fining parameters unspecified, but assumed to be chosen such that the
_ attenuation of a given noise spectrum is maximized.•
i i! The first kind of (I)be made the solution of the
prediction can relatively inexpensive by
equations governing wave propagation _ a lined duct of somewhat idealized geometry, leading to
i_1_ solutions which compare reasonably we_l with data. To accomplish the second kind of prediction
_, requires an optimization program. The optimization program iterates the procedures contained in
the f'wst kind of prediction (I)resulting in the optimum lining parameters that maximize the
attenuation of a noise spectrum. Although optimization programs exist, they are too costly to run,
except in final design of a lined duct configuration.
The greatest need for predictions are of the third kind, which arise in trade studies, where the
effects of such parameters as inlet length, number of splitter rings, and engine choice are
investigated. For these cases, a simplified procedure which uses attenuation spectra corresponding
to optimized linings is used. These attenuation spectra are somewhat idealized, i.e., made to
conform to a standard shape in order to avoid the expense of an exact calculation. Experience with
this approach, though approximate, shows good correlation with results from detailed predictions
for perceived noise level reductions. This approach has been incorporated into the computer
program. The following discussion pertains to the type 3 prediction procedure.
This procedure encompasses two types of optimized linings: single-layer and double-layer. The
single-layer procedure gives the user two options. The first option considers only a single design
point; i.e., fixed engihe conditions. The second option considers multiple-degign-points; i.e., the
engine conditions vary over a limited range. A compromise between peak attenuation and
bandwidth is made becau._e the lining is expected to attenuate tones that track with the engines'
shaft speed (rpm).
II 27
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For double-layer linings, an increase in bandwidth can be realized with the same peak
attenuation as that given by single-layer linings. Thus, double-layer linings can be used for the
multiple-design-point option described above, to provide the same perceived noise level reduction
for a slightly less amount of lining _,,ea.
The source noise computer program contains lining attenuation calculation procedures as an
option for lining treatment of the following noise components:
1) Compressor and inlet fan
_ 2) Discharge fan
:oi
,i'!,'_ 3) Lift fan
4) Core and turbine
5) Ejector-suppressor jet noise
6) Slot nozzle with augmentoroflap jet noise
Within these procedures, there are several methods available for calculating the lining
attenuation spectra. These methods are as follows:
I) For each target frequency, the user defines the magnitude of maximum attenuation and
the percentage of the total area that is treated. The program then determines the
spectrum shape.
2) The user dvfines the effective duct height, the ratio of apparent treatment length to
effective duct height, and the percentage of the total area that is treated for each target
frequency. The program then determines the spectrum shape.
3) The user defines the geometry of the lining in terms of the length and radii of cylindrical
walls, and the percentage of the total area that is treated for each target frequency. The
program then determines the spectrum shape.
The user is limited to the configurations shown in figure 8 when defining the linings I
geometrically.
28
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|a) CIRCULAR DUCT
b) ANNULAR DUCT
R
i RI_ __ • _ (Numberof walls = 2)
i Innermost and outermost
walls are 11ned on one
stde.
(a = R1 - R2)
-___nlR2
q -_--------LI--------D- C) "n" CONCENTRIC WALLSR 1
(Number of walls = n)
! Innermost and outermost
walls are 11ned on one
stde, tntertor walls are
ltned on both stdes.
(Hn=1 = Rn)= Rn®1
FIGURE 8.-LINING GEOMETRY
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The lining attenuation prediction proced,_re involves the successive use of five figures. These
curves consider duct geometry, treatme_ area, target frequency, speed of sound, duct Mach
number, attenuation over a range of power settings, attenuation spectrum shape, and directivity
angle. Depending on user requirements, any or all of the procedures may be used. Ti-e use of each
figure is explained in detail below.
l Figure 9 is an estimate of the peak attenuation obtainable for an optimum single-layer lining at
_ a single power setting and a zero Machnumber. The requireddata are:
?_ 1) L/H One half the ratio of actual treatment area to duct cross sectional flow area.
i_ Actual treatment area is typicaily about 65%of that which would be calculated _
from a nacelle half-section drawing. L is the apparent treatment length. H is the
_ effective duct height. See sketch for example.
L Inside of outer cylinder is lined
Outside of inner cylinder ts ltned
It
2) ftH/c Non-dimensional target frequency, where ft is the target frequency for peak
attenuation, and c is the speed of sound.
Figure 10 shows the variation of the single-design-pointpeak attenuation with the duct Mach
number. However, it should be rememberedthat these curves represent optimum linings at the same
frequency and different Mach numbers; not the same lining at a different Mach number, as is the
case in typical duct data and theoretical an__ysis.
Figure I 1 shows the compromise when a lining is designed to operate effectively overa range
oi' power settings-the usual case. The correction fact_ cause a reduction _:_in peak attenuation,
but an increase in bandwidth by an amount (I/K) or (I/K') respectively fo_"single or double layer
linings. The inlet mode attenuation is compromised more than the exhaust mode because, as the
power setting is changed, the engine blade passage frequencies and the peak lining attenuation
frequency shift in opposite directions fo_"the inlet mode, and m _he s_me direction for the
exhaust mode.
Figure 12 gives the attenuation spectrum shape. This is used to obtain the attenuation of
sound at frequencies other than the target frequency. It is considered representative of an average
single-layer-liningcase: the reasonableco_promise between the maximum obtainable attenuation at
0000000"I -T$007
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M- tlACH NUMBER
(AdB)M- REALIZABLEATTENUATION_ M
(AdB')0 ", REAUZABLEATTENUATION{i M- 0
K - MULTIPLE _NPOINTCORRECTION( FIGURE11 )
FIGURE IO.-A TTENUATION CORRECTIONFOR MACH NUMBER EFFECT
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the target frequency and the requirement for attenuation bandwidth using the single-design-pointt
option. To approximate the use of the multiple-design-point option or the use of double layer
linings, the bandwidthis increased by multiplying the argument in octaves, Iog2(f/fT), by the factor
(K or Ke), shown in figure 11.
0 Figure i 3 gives the far field directivity correction to apply to the attenuation spectrum.Figure
14 shows a comparison between the predicted attenuation and the experimental data.
5.1.5 Configuration Corrections
i The effects of fuselage/wing shielding and reflection have not been deflateddue to the scarcity
_ of information on the influence'of engine placement and, furthexmore, it is expected that these
z_ effects are small for conventional jet transports. However, any radical change in engine location,
i _ e.g., over-the-wing-mounting, or use of suppression devices, etc., could result in a substantial change
_i _ in noise level and require corrections to be employed. Since there is no way to anticipate the
changes in airplane/engineconfigurations, the approach taken here is to let the user of the program
define corrections for each noise component.
The corrections prescribed by the user for each noise component can be used for: (!) a A dB!
to be subtracted from the overall sound pressurelevel or (2) AdB's to be subtracted from the noise
spectrum. The program pe_mits the corrections to vary with the directivity angle, _. If the
Doppler-shift option is sel,.'cted in predicting a noise component, the program assumes the
corrections are representative of that obtained fro.n a static test and it will Doppler-shift the
| prescribedcorrection spectra.
5.1.6 Summation of Component Noise
_te problem is structured to permit the calculation of the datum spectra for each noise
component on a common reference sphere at angles 10°, 20°, ..... , ! 70'_relativeto the fright path.
Thus, individual noise components are added together m the usual manner for logarithmic
quantities. As each noise component is determined, the total noise for all the sources is accm_mlated
using equation (I 2) below. The result represents the total sound radiating toward the observer at
each aircraft position considered. Further detail on the prediction of the component noise for each
source is given in section 5.2.
_= I (12)
II) TOTAL EACH
CO/4P,
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.L1.7 Output for Noise Contour Estimation
One of the requirements of the noise prediction computer program is the linkage of its output.
a data table, with the noise contour program. The output variables for the data table are listed
below and illustrated in figure ! 5. The _ormat used for the output file is (I PE! 2.3, 3E | 2.3).
i
NL Noise level (EPNL or PhIL maximum) corresponding to each district combination of
values for Epp,ot, LR. ;
EPP Engine performance parameter. This variable is to be specified by the user as a correlation
i li parameter for no,s¢ and may correspond to engine pressure ratio, jet velocity, engine
:_' speed (rpm), etc. During Phase A of the contract, this parameter was engine pressure ratio
(ref. 4).
a Elevation angle in degrees0'ef. 4). It is computed as |a = cos "1(X/P)I where P is the range
at the closest point of approach (fig. 6).
LR Logarithm (base !0) of the range at the closest point of approach (CPA). It is computed
as IOgl0(P) when g is equal to 90° (fig. 6).
5.2 NOISE SOURCE ESTIMATION
The computer program has been generalized to accomodate several different types of noise
sources associated with current and future aircraft. The following list describes the types of noise
source prediction modules that have been included in the "Noise Source Computer Program."
Reference
I) Measured Data
2) Jet Noise
a) Single exhaust nozzle 7, 20, and 2I
b) Co-annular exhaust nozzles 22
c) Ejector/Suppressor nozzle (JT8D design) 23, 24, end 25
d) Slot nozzle with augmentor flap (STOL) I I, 26. and 27
c) Externally-blown flap (STOL) 28 and 29
3) Core and Turbine Noise (Turbojets/Turbofans)
38
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VARIABLES
1) IlL A THREE--DIMENSIONALDATA ARRAYOF NOISELEVEL
ASA FUNCTIOM OF (EPP, LR.Q ). THE NOISELEVEL
VALUESREPRESENTEPNL ORPEAK PNL, ETG.
2) EPP A ONE=DIMENSIONALDATAARRAY OF ENGINE PERFORMANGE
PARAMETERVALUES FOR THE (NL) ARRAY,
31 LR A ONE-DIMENSIONALDATA ARRAYOF LOG10(RANGE AT CPA)
VALUESFOR THE (NL) ARRAY.
---_ 4) a A OdE-DIMENSiONAL DATA ARRAYOF ELEVATION ANGLES
FORTHE (NL) ARRAY.
llrgiOTE_ DATAARRAYS(NL, EPP, LR, Q ) DEFINE THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL
TABULAR FUNCTION. NL • fI(EPP, LR,_ ) THE DATA CORRESPONDS
TO LEVEL FLIGHT AT A NOMINALAIRCRAFT VELOCITY, AND
!l DIRECTIVITY ANGLE @ OF PEAKNOISERADIATION.
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FIGURE 15.-ACOUSTIC DATA FOR NOISE CONTOUR COMPUTER PROGRAM
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4) Compressorand Fan Noise
a) Conver,tional turbojets/turbofans
b) Lift-fans 30 and 31
5) Propeller,Helicopter anti Tilt Rotor Noise
a) Empirical propellerprocedures 32
b) Theoreticalpropeller/rotor procedures 33 through38
All, or any subset, of the modules availablecan be used for noise prediction. Each module may
be called up to a maximum of three times, correspondingto an aircrafthaving three different types
of enginesmounted on it. This restriction does not apply to the number of engines of the same type
and orientation angle, 6E"
In each noise prediction module, the known non-axial-symmetric characteristics in the
radiation patterns are consideredin the calculation of the datum spectra (free-field, index); e.g., the
multiple-engine correction formula equation (2B) in section 5.1.1.6. This also includes arty user
specified installation effects (see. 5.1.4 and 5.1.5) on the radiation patterns. Other facto_
considered are flight versus static conditions; relative velocitT, Doppler-shift, etc., (see. 5.1.1.7 and
fig. 4). The optional use of lining as a suppression device can be included in the modules; 2c, 2d, 3,
and 4 listed above.
:l As evident from the options available, the user of the programcan predict the noise for almost
_l. any aircraft presently flying, and some which have not been built yet. However, empirical
procedures have their l_mits and failure is anticipated. (The complexity of the types of aircraft
presently being studied could also be the limit.) For these cases, a module has been included to
accept measured data to provide more accurate results when one or more of the models presented
are considered inadequate.
$.2.1 MeasuredNoise Data
Since measured data is generally more reliable than that obtained from current prediction
procedures, the capability of including measured data in the computer program is available. The
measured noise is assumed to be sound pressure level spectra, SPLS, given in dB re 20IJN/M 2 as a
function of three or four variables for axial-symmetric or non-axial-symmetric type sources,
respectively. The independent vm'iables are frequency (eight preferred !/I octave bands or
twenty-four 1/3 octave bands defined in table 4), some prescribed engine pertbrmance parameter,
directivity angle (_), and elevation angle (0o). Prescribed spectra are assumed to represent far-field
noise extrapolated back to a free-field, index condition. Thus, the levels can be treated as
independent of local ambient conditions.
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TABLE 4.-FIL TER BAND DEFINITION AND ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION
AT 45.7 m (150 FT') FROM A SOUND SOURCE
ANALYSIS I NO. FREQUENCY LIH|TS COE_FFIC|ENT ABSORPTION
i (Hz) (Hz) (dB/104) (J8)
I. PREFERRED 17-19 63.1 44.7189.1 0.2 O.
FULL 20-22 126. 89.1/178 0.6 O.
OCTAVES i 23-25 251. 178/355 1.2 O.
i 26-28 501. 355/708 2,4 0,1
29-31 1000 708/1410 4.9 0.2
32-34 2000 1410/2820 10.2 0.5
35-37 3980 2820/5620 25.7 1.2
38-40 7940 5620/11200 47.3 2.2
2. PREFERRED 17 50.1 44.7/56.2 O.2 O. (
' (1131 18 63.1 56.2/70.8 0.3 O.OCTAVES 19 794 708/891 04 0
i_ 20 100. 89.1/112 0.5 O.21 126. 112/141 0.6 O.
i1 22 158. 141/178 0.8 O.23 200. 178/224 1.0 .
24 251. 224/282 1.2 0.1
25 316. 282/355 1.5 0.1
26 398. 355/447 1.9 0.1
27 501. 447/562 2.¢ 0.1
28 631. 562/708 3.0 0.1
29 794. 708/891 3.9 0.2
30 1000 891/1120 4.9 0.2
31 1260 1120/1410 6.2 0.3
32 1580 1410/1780 7.9 0.4
33 2000 1780/2240 10.2 0,5
34 2510 2240/2820 13._ 0.6
35 3160 2820/3550 18.4 0.8
36 3980 3550/4470 25.7 1.2
37 5010 4470/5620 3C.5 1.4
38 6310 5620/7080 43.2 2.0
39 7940 7080/g910 63.8 2.9
40 10000 8910/11200 91.8 4.2
i
.]"_ 15°C, 70%Relattve Humtdtty
_2 >_(f) x 0.0457
frequencleslistedare exact to threesignificantdigits. Often conventional
llstingsroundto two slgnlflcantdigitsfor convenience(ASASI.II-1966).
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The computer program'sfunction is to interpolate on these data at specified aircraftoperating
conditions and extrapolate the spectra to the observer. No effort is made to scale, correct for
aircraft speed, etc., because no information is known about the type of sound source the noise
representsor the measurement conditions in which the data were obtained.
5.2.2 Jet Noise
For the vrocedures presented in this report, jet noise is defined as the noise generated by jet
flows as they exhaust into the atmosphere. The actual noise generation is thought to take place in
the flow regions where the jet flow interacts with the atmosphere. The noise generated upstream
-'-.,_dethe engine is discussed in sections 5.2.3 through 5.2Jlt,q,
In the case of a single jet, the noise producing regions are shown sha_. "in figure 16. In the
past, the noise produced by this jet was correlated with three parameters-density, area, and
velocity relative to the ambient air, yielding considerable success in predicting maximum passby _
noise of turbojet engines (refs. 4 and 7).
However, turbofan engines have replaced the turbojet engines as the most common power
plant for todays air transport fleet. The new turbofan engines are considerably quieter than the
turbojets and the jet noise produced by the newer engines has been observed to differ from that
predicted by the SAE procedure (ref. 7). Clearly, a revisedprocedure was necessary. DuringPhase A
of the current contract, a relatively "crude" revision was made (ref. 4), but the subject demanded
better precision for estimating time-integrated subjective measures, as prescribed for the Phase B
part of the contract. This required prediction of noise at severalangular positions relative to the
inlet centerline, instead of just at that angle where the maximum noise occurs. For the case of lift
jets attached to an aircrafts fuselage, it was of particular importance to calculate the relative jet
velocity vectorally as shown in figure4, section 5.1 because an increase in jet noise occurs with
crossflow imposed on the jet, i.e., the relative jet velocity is greater than that without crossflow.
The procedures presented here for jet noise are empirical and represent the state-of-art in solving
this problem.
Before the noise prediction procedure for a single jet is presented, it is worth noting some
technological developments (ref. 39 through 41) that are taking place at this time which could ,_
result in a more comprehensive prediction procedure. Figure 16 shows the noise producing shear
regions in a single jet and the corresponding relative acoustic power level as a functior, of distance
from the nozzle exit plane. This distribution of energycan be further broken down with respect to
frequency f/fo and position X/Xo as was done !,r_references 39 and 40. Hence the noise producing
7_
regions appear to be structured and not random as previously believed. Thus, it may be possible that
a one-dime,sional source distribution model can be developed for predicting the noise in a far-field.
42
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This math model could then be used to correct ground static noise data to a point source, and
eliminate the parallax errors that occur in extrapolating the data to otl_., positions in the acow,_c
field. The model could _lso be used to simulate fright conditions from ground static test_ by
accounting for the change in potential core, velocity, etc., that cause a spectrum shift with flight
speed. The present SAE ?ractice (ref. 7) gives two spectrum shape curves f,'r fright and ground
static predictions when in theory there should only be one.
In addition to the abc_ve, a better normalization of jet noise remits when the acoustic power is
related to the mechanical power, convection Mach number, density and temperature ratios as
outlined below in equation form and illustrated in figure 17.
Total acoustic power,
wA Wo() x 'r_/ c (13)
where the one-dimensional jet flow parameters are
Wo = mechanical power - (_g) I_j- _O [
2
P = mean density ratio
Po
TS
= mean static temperature ratio
Tso
Mc = mean convection Mach number
= 0.510j- oI/Cj
m = 5 for quadrupole sources
^
Vj - jet velocity vector relative to the nozzle
^
VO = nozzle velocity vector relative to ambient air •
Cj = mean speed of sound in the jet
= massflow = PA I_jI
A = discharge area
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FIGURE 17.-SPACE-AVERAGED OVERALL SOUNDPRESSURELEVEL AS A
) FUNCTION OF MACH NUMBER
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Equivalentforms of equation (13) are:
A A iS("" f T.._.5 _"_" I VJ'V°---- 01:_
^ ^ .,q"
~ Wok_'oC.Jt_) c-o"
The above suggestions are preliminaryand further work is requiredprior to i_, rporation into
the empirical procedures curre,nt]y used. This should not be interpreted to imply that the methods
now used are inadequate and cause gross errors;but it does suggest that they will requireadditional
ref'mementto increase the rang,_of application.
°_ 5.2.2. ISingle Exhaust Nozzle
In the present procedure (ref. 20), the noise produced by the jet of a single nozzle has beenA A
correlated with relative jet velocity (Vj - VO) as sh_,yn in figure 18. This curve was developed from
the data given in reference 20 for a 2.54 cm diameter nozzle and was extended to n-.atchthe
predicted results of reference 7 for velocities greaterthan 760 mps (2500 fps). In formula form, ihe
space-average,overallsound pre.;surelevel is
_'_" "" F(VR)+ 10 L°gIO[(_R )n _RI (14)
where
P is the jet density and the reference density, PR, is 16.02 KG/M3 (1 Ibm/ft3)
A is the fully-expanded dischargearea and the reference area, ,_ ). ;" 0.0929 M2 (1 ft2)
VR is the magnitude of (_fj - _fO)
n varieswith VR as shown in figure !9
Previous definitions (ref. 7) for the overall SPL used a p2 normelization instead of a pn term
used here. The vak,e of n was determined by "force-fitting" the formula to experim_tal data (ref.
20) so that the term, F(VR), was approximately proportional to VR8 for velocities less than
760 raps.
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FIGURE 18.-_'A'S-P_, SPACE-A VERAGED OVERALL SOUND PRESSURE L r-:VEL
VERSUS tfELA TI VE JET VEL OCI TY
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FIGURE Ig.-DENSITY EXPONENT (n) VERSUS RELA TIVE JET VELOCITY
t 1
The free-field, space-averdge, S_ spectrum for (1/3)octaves is determined from figure 20 as a
function of Strouhal Number.
S-"_C(f)= _ + F(SN) (15)
where
f = geometric-mean frequency for a pass band
SN = f/fo
:_ fo = characteristic frequency = VR/D o
Do2 -- (_-_)A
Two spectrum shaping curves have been provided in figure 20 corresponding to the flight and
ground curves given by SAE (ref. 7).
t_ Next, the SPL spectrum at a particular directivity angle (_b) is obtained by interpolating from
the data shown in table 5. This table was developed from data given in reference 21 and provides a
correction to add to the space-average SPL for the desired spectrum.
SPL(f) - S-']_['(f)+ F(S,VR, tp) (16)
i
where
S = an effective Strouhal number to enter the table
= f Do/U ot
Uo = 304.8 m/s = 1000 fps
The results from equation (16) represent the free-field levels for a siagle engine at 45.7 M
| (150 ft) from the source. The spectrum is corrected to the datum condition (P = I M) through use
of table 4.
SPL(f)[ = SPL(f) i + 33.2 +,'XdB(f)
1 M 45.7 M (17)
The effect of multiple engines of the same type and orientation is accomplished by adding the
correction (eq. (2B), sac. 5.I.I.6) to the result given by equation (17). This completes the
prediction of jet noise for a single nozzle.
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5.2.2.2 Co-Annular Exhaast Nozzles
For a co-annular jet, i.e., a jet with both primary and secondary flows, the noise producing
regions are shown in figure 21 and are defined as: (l) the inner shear layer, which is due to the
interaction between the primary and secondary flows; (2) the outer shear layer, which is due to the
interaction of the secondary with the surrounding air; and (3)the mixed flow region where the
combined jet flows have become fully developed turbulence.
For noise prediction purposes, the co-annular jet is considered to have the noise generating
characteristics of two independent single jet flows; one represented by the inner shear layer and the
second represented by the summation of the outer shear layer and the mixed flow region.
_ The noise characteristics of the inner shear layer alone are predicted rtrst as though the
secondary flow was absent, i.e., the same as in section 5.2.2.1, except that the levels are then
_, adjusted to account for the presence of the secondary flow surrounding the primary flow. To
predict the noise of the outer shear layer and mixed flow region, it is necessary to calculate the
o_'ous#cal equivalent flow parameters for the secondary stream of the co-annular flow system. This
is a phenomenological, force-fit approach and it has no physical implications to the mean
one-dimensional flow parameters for the flow region being considered. These calculated parameters
are then used to predict the secondary flow jet noise as though it was a single jet. The predicted
noise of the total co-annular jet is the energy sum of that produced by the two flows mentioned
above (ref. 22).
| Noise prediction for inner shear layer.-The noise from the inner shear layer is predicted in the
same manner as that described in the previous section 5.2.2. I with the following exception. In the
step where the space-averaged SPL spectrum is calculated, (eq. 15), a correction term is inserted
I S-E(f) = S'_(_') + A_B(f) (18)
where
[Vjl "Vj21mAdB(f) = 10 IOgl0 I _/-J]$
m = experimentally determined exponent (ref. 22) shown in figure 22
= F(A2/AI' []fl )
VjI, Vj2 = primary/secondary velocities relative to the nozzle
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FIGURE 21.-IDEALIZED NOISE SOURCE REGIONS FOR CO-ANNULAR JETS
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A1, A2 = primary/secondary dischargeareas
fl - VjI/D!
4
DI2 = _-A 1
Note: A singularity exists whenever Vj2 approaches VjI. In tb._ program whenever ](VjI -
Vj2)/VJ 1[ is less than 0.1, the inner shear layer is a_sumedto vanish and hence producesno'noise.
Further, the above procedure has not beer verified for the case of Vj2 >VjI, but the computer
programstill considers this a valid case.
Noise prediction for outer shear layer and ,nixed flow region.-ln this step, the noise is
predicted in the same manner as that described for a single exhaust, section 5.2.2. i, except the
parameters(P, A, VR) are the acoustical equi,_alentterms defined below.
P = mean one-dimensionalflow density of s_:ondary discharge
A = AI +A 2
vj2- vji2 /
VR2- Vj 2 - 2 Vj VO cos at+ VO2
¢_ = angle betw_':ngross thrust vector and the direction of motion
'i
5.2.2.3 Ejector/SuppressorNozzles
A multi-element suppressor nozzle is shown in figure 23. This modification (lobe or tubular
nozzles) of the exit hardware of jet engines can yield a considerable amount of noise suppre_on
when compared to a conventional circular discharge nozzle. The suppression is believed to result
from the change in turbulent mixing-an alternation of the turbulence scale and a reduction in the
mean relative jet velocity gradients (ref. 24), since an increase in induced secondary air is observed.
This implies an integration over the total volume of the jet. However, this is just a gross observation
of a v,,_,rycomplicated phenomena. In fact, the processes are so complicated that they defy ,,
theoretical analysis. Only empiricalmethods have yielded feasible designs (ref. 25).
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FIGURE23.-MUL TI-ELEMENTSUPPRESSORON TESTSTAND
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For the purpose of jet noise prediction, the noise from a multi-element nozzle can
considered to consist of two parts-(l ) premergingnoise and(2) postmerging noise. The pre-merging
noise is generated in the region close to the nozzle wherethe st,.uctureof the individualjets can be
identified. The postmerging noise is generated in a region dowrstream from the nozzle, after the
individual jets and induced secondary air has merged into a shtgle "uniform" jet of lower bulk
velocity. The high-frequency portion of the resultant total jet noise spectrumis usuallydominated
by the premergingnoise, while that of the low-frequency port,on is associated with the postmerging
noise. The noise for each component is predicted in a manners_dlar to that of a round nozzle. The
total jet noise is then obtained by summing, on an energy basis, the spectra for premergingand
postmer.cingnoise.
When a shroud, commonly called an ejector, is added to the multi-element suppressor, an
increase in suppressioncan occur, provic_edthat the shroud length to diameter ratio, L/D, is large.
However, long ejectors have considerable weight, and losses in fright associated with them; hence,
they have not been studied in depth as a noise suppression item. Another approach (ref. 25) uses a
shorterejector which incorporates lining to achieve the same result. Even this approach hasits limits
because all the premergingnoise does not propagatenormal to the ejector walRs,and only part of
the noise is intercepted by the lining. Further,only limited types of lining materialscan be used due
to the thermalenvironment of the exhaust.
For short shrouds, L/D less than 2.5, without lining, no significant reduction in premerging
noise has been observed when compared to that of a "bare" suppressorconfiguration. This leads to
the assumption that the noise from a short, hardwall ejector/suppressor can be predicted in a
manner similar to that for a "bare" suppressor.This requiresknowledge of the ejector performance,
however, because the presence of a shroud (ejector) imposes a constraint on the boundariesof the
premergingand postmerging regions. Ejector performance can be obtained by use of a theoretical,
one-dimensional, flow analysis if one assumes 100%mixing inside the shroud. Appendix B contains
an example of the parametriccurves that can be obtained from the configuration shown in figure
24, taping this approach.
The present noise prediction procedure is essentially empirical. It is based on the analysis of an
extensive amount of round nozzle and suppressornoise data from the following types of tests:
I) Full scale JT8D, JT3C, JT4/J75 and JT! 2 static engine tests.
2) Modelscale hot flow test (A -- 45.6 cm2).
3) Flight test for the 707, 727, and 737 airplanes.
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I The results of the procedure are I/3 octave band spectra at the free-field, index condition
_l described in section 5.1.1.2. The overall accuracy of the procedure is dependent upon the ability topredict the pr merging noise sp ctrum. This, in turn, d pends pon the co figuration of study. For
l turbofan engines, e.g., the JT8D, the procedure predicts this component low by approximately
5 dB. Apparently there is a velocity defect upstream from the suppressor nozzle exit whichincreases the turbulence in the jet for the JT8D configuration and hence increases the premerging
noise. The list in table 6 represent the tolerances in PNdB based on observations from ground static
tests, that can be expected for the procedure, provided that the area ratio_ for the suppressor is
between 1.5 and 4.5. The area ratio is defined as total flow area (primary plus induced secondary)
/ili divided by the primary discharge area at the suppressor exit plane.
Figure 25 shows a comparison of a sample prediction with measured data.
Postmerging noise prediction.-Con_der the ejector/suppressor configuration shown in figure
24, The postmerging noise for the ejector exhaust is assumed to be similar to that of a conventional
circular jet. The techniques described in secton 5.2.2.1 could be applied; however, a slightly
different approach is taken here. The overall sound pressure level for a single engine is related to the
relative jet velocity, density of the exhaust, static temperature and discharge area. The relation is
OASPL(_/,) = FI(V R, _, )  10log10 LI_R) _SR (-ARR)J (19)
where
F !(V R, _ ) is obtained from figure 26.
I ^1VR = relative jet velocity = j - VO
Vj -- mean one-dimensional flow velocity for the ejector exhaust
P = mean one-dimensional flow density for the ejector exhau:t
PR = refe_nce density = 16.02 KG/M3 (1 Ibm/ft 3)
TS = mean one-dimensional flow static temperature
TSR = reference temperature from figure 27
TABLE _.-TOLERANCES
Configuration
Engine type
8are st,ppressor Ejector/suppressora
Turbojet + 2 PNdB ' ' +_3 PNdB
Turbofans -5 + 2 PNdB -2 + 3 PNdB
aShorL hardwall shrouds: LID <- 2.5.
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FREQUENCY IN HERTZ
NUMBE_ OF TUBES 3'/ TOTAL TEMPERATURE 703°K (UbSeR)
AREA RATIO 3.3 AREA 0.352 M2 (3,78 FT 2)
AIRPLANE SPIED 0 ENGINE PRESSURE RATIO 2,04
DIRECTIVITY ANGLE 120° ENGINE YJ75
FIGURE 25.-FREE.FIELD SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL SPECTRA NORMALIZED TO
1 METER RADIUS
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REFERENCE,CONDITIONS
• DISTAIiCE R " 1 METER • AR - 0.0_20N2 ( 1 FT 2) • TSR -REFERENCE TEMP
• ,oR - 10,02KG/M3 (1 LBM/FT3) • FREE-FIELD (FIGURE 27 )
2OO
dl "- DEGREES
130
600 800 1000 1500 2000 3000 (FI'/3EC)
REt.ATIVE JET VELOCITY VR
'l' I" | | | I | | | I | I i|
200 400 600 800 (M/3EC)
FIGURE 26.-NORMALIZED OVERALL SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL VS.
RELA TIVE JE7 VELOCITY
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FIGURE 27.-REFERENCE STATIC TEMPERATURE VS JET VELOCITY
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0 A -- dischargeareaof the ejector
AR = referencearea-- 0.0929 M2 (1 ft2)
The 1/3 octave band SPL spectrum is calculated by ad0ing the following corrections to the
| OASPL, i.e.,
SPL(f,_) = OASPL('_')+ F2(f/fo) + F3(f/fo,'_) (20)
i,
where
F2(f/f o) is obtained from figure28
F3(f/f o, _ ) is obtained from figure 29
t
fo = characteristicfrequency
= (vVj_2D) F4(VR, O) from figure 30.t
D = ejector exit diameter= (_3_-))A
b When the shroud is removed, the one-dimensional flow parametersfor the postmerging noise
region are difficult to define. This problem has been avoided through use of the one-dimensional
flow parameters for the suppressor exhaust. This approach resulted in an empirical correction term
being added to equation (19). The correction term is defi_,_edas a function of area ratio, AR, and
relative velocity, i.e.,
AdB = 0.34 _ F5(VR)
from figure 31, and the "effective" one-dimensional _ow parameters to use in equations (19)and
(20) above are:
Vj = velocity for the suppressorexhaust
P = density for the suppressorexhaust
TS = static temperature for thesuppressor exhaust
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FIGURE 30.-FREQUENCY SHIFT DUE TO CONVECTION
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DATASOURCE PR TT-OK1,T.I.'°R_
MAE-._21/7 th SCALEJT3C 2.2 868 1_0
! FULL SCALEJTID 1.8 750
FULLSCALEJ75 2.0 b95 ]250
i i i i
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FIGURE 31.-POST-MERGING NOISESUPPRESSIONVERSUSREI A TIVE VELOCITY
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A = discharge area of suppressor
D = q(4) A AR
J Premerging noise predic¢ion.-Consider the "bare" suppressor configuration shown in figure
-i
23. The premerglng noise of a single element, tube or lobe, etc., is assumed to be similar to that of a
.. conventional circula_ jet Of the same discharge area. However, the individual jets for the
multi-element suppressor interfere with each other and alter the turbulent structure (ref. 24). By
dimensional analysis, the ._ffects of the interferrring jests have been related to the number of
_Ii elements and the area raft t) for the suppressor. From this analysis the space average, overall sound
_l pressure level for this coml)onent is defined empirically a_
i
=  llvr, 1:o')+ lo lOgaoL N/ (21)
+ F6(N) + FT(AR)
where
FI(V R, 120°) is obtained from figure 26
F6(N) is obtained from figure 32
F7(AR) is obtained from figure 33
VR _ Vj - (V S - 0.2 CO)
VS = induced secondary velocity
_ CO ground static
{_ Co in flight
CO = ambient speed of sound
N = number of elements
AR = area ratio: (primary + induced secondary)/primary
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and the mean one-dimensional flow parameters Vj, P_ TS, A represent velocity, density. :_tatie
," temperature, and discharge area for the suppressor, respectively.
The overall SPL varies wit5 the directivity angle, ¢J, and is defined by
GASPL('_') = _ + FO(_) (22)
wkere F8(¢) is obtained from figure 34.
Finally, the |/3 octave band SPL spectrura is obtained in a manner similar to that for the
postmerging poise, except that the characteristic frequency, fn, is typically higher and an apparent
o SkDl_ P
ei_ !0 relative to the postmerging noise must be added to the directivitv angle, fhat is
SPL(f,'_') = OASPL(_b) + F2(f/fo) + F3(f/f O, _ + 10°) (23)
where
F2(f/f o) is obtained from figure 28.
F3(f/f o, ¢J °) is obtained from figure 29
( VJ2 _ F4(VR, _ )F9(M J)fo -- VRD/
D = effective element diameter =
F4(VR,_b ) is obtained from figure 30
F9(M J) is obtained from figure 35
Mj = Mach number of the suppressor exhaust.
When a hardwall shroud, L/D less than 2.5, is placed on the exhaust system, the performance
of the configuration changes and the induced secondary Math number increases and typically varies
between 0.4 and 0.6 for the configuration studied in appendix B. For this short shroud, no apparent
shielding takes place and the premerging noise level has not been observed to change significantiy.
However. this will not be the case when the shroud is lined (see sec. 5.1.4).
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The total noise level for the "bare" suppressor, or the ejector/suppressor configuration is the
energy sum of the spectra for the premerging and postmerging noise components. The effect of
multiple engines with this type of exhaust hardware is estimated by use of equation (2B) in
sccton 5. I. i .6.
5.2.2.4 Slot Nozzle With an Augmenter Flap
An empirical noise prediction procedure has been developed for a typical slot nozzle/
augmenter flap configuration shown in figare 36. The augmenter flap is unlined, but its geometry is
considered representative of that which would be used on an augmenter-wing STOL aircraft. The
procedure is based on the data obtained from model tests (ref. I 1) conducted under NASA contract
NAS2-6344.
Unfortunately, during the time this procedure was being developed, the recommended nozzle
configuration for an augmentor-wing aircraft dmnged (ref. 26). This new nozzle was still a slot, but
incorporated a series of screech shields in the flow. The corresponding acoustic data was"not
available for analysis during the present contract period and, therefore, the application of the
procedure given here is limited. It should serve as a baseline for further development in noise
prediction procedures for an augmentor-wing aircraft.
The current procedure is based on a static test program where the model was a 100 to 1 slot
no_le with an augmenter flap positioned at a corresponding flap angle of 35° during takeoff.
Table 7 gives the particular range of test conditions considered and also includes that of a full-scale
equivalent augmenter wing configuration.
l'he full scale equivalent acoustic data was extrapolated to the index condition (R = 1 M) and
3 dB was subtracted to approximate free-field levels. The validity of the test data corresponding to
elevation angles, 13o= 30°, and 60 °, was doubtful. For these data, an average between the levels
mea.sured on each side of th,. model was ased to approximate the free-field plus 3 dB condition. The
overall sound pressure level data were then normalized with respect to total temperature ratio,
nozzle pressure ratio, and nozzle discharge area for each _alue of the directivity angle (q,) and
elevation angle (Be)"
This normalization yielded a scdes of straight line plots with respect to the logarithms of the
indep_'nd_,nt variables: PT/Pso, TT/TTo. and area. llence, a simple rehtion for the overall sound
pressure level was obtaitRed by a least-squares-fit to the data with an R-M-S error of 1.7 dB. The
relation is
OASPL(_./3_) = _o* _,0 log10 L\TTo,/ No N
OSLOT NOZZLE EXIT
!
i'
!.
._ _
7i
FIGURE 36.-SLOT NOZZLE WITH AUGMENTOR FLAP
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TABLE Z-RANGE OF TEST CONDITIONS
i1:_ Test Condition Hodel Full-Scale Eq.(Scale Factor=6.4)
l ......
a. Nozzle Pressure RatlO(PT/PSO) 1.6 to 3.0 Same
b. Total TemperatureRatto (TT/TTo) 1.0 to 1.43 Same
!_tl C. Nozzle Discharge Area (A) 120.6 cm2 (18.7 tn2) 0.494 Rz (5.32 ft 2)
d. RtcrophoneRadtus (R) 15.2 R (50 ft) 97.5 H (320 ft)
e. Geometrtc-Kean Frequency (f) 315 Hz to 64 KHz 50 Hz to 10 KHz
*NOTE* PSO 1.0 S. ATH, _ 2116 psfa
TTO_ 296 °K = 532 _R
with the parameters:
ao = function of 0 and _o from table 8
al = function of _bfrom table 8
a2 = function of _ and Bo from table 8
AR = reference area= 0.494 M2 (5.32 ft2)
{
This relation is shown in figure 37 along with the corresponding data used to develop it. The
nozzle configuration upon which this analyses is based produced screech at nozzle pressureratios
exceding two. No correction was made to the OASPLto eliminate the effects of screech. However,
.*':i!ii, the irregularities it produced in the spectra were "smoothed" in the development of a spectrum
| shape formula.
The 1[3 octave band, spectrum shape formula wasobtained by plotting (SPL - OASPL)versus
Strouhal number (ref. 7). The characteristic dimension of the slot that was used to calculate the
Strouhal number corresponded to the hydraulic diameter for the flow. However, a temperature
!
stratification was observed between the hot, TT/TTo = 1.4_, and the cold, TT/TTo = 1.0, flow
data. To further collapse the data, a modified Strouhm number was used which included the total
temperature ratio as a factor. That is
i SPL(f._, _o ) = OASPL('_]Y,_o)+ F(S) (25)
where
F(S) = spectrumshape carve shown in figure 38
S = modified Strouhal number= f/fo
fo = characteristicfret;uency_D /_rTO ]
D = hydraulic diameter= 4 A/Perimeter
= 2 H/(! + H/L)
(H,L) = slot height and length, respectively
nnnn nn:Te a=
TABLE 8.-FORMULA CONSTANTS t
(_ _j % al o2
(deg) (de9) (de)
90 • 1i8.9 1_:.57 6.38 _
60 120.4 6.16
1_ 30 121.4 5.22
0 117.1 I' 5.13
90 119.9 i_.:93 6.48
i 60 122.3 5.80
i_ 110 30 122.0 5.25
_/11 0 117.2 I' 5.31
°; i"
-- I 6.4990 121. I 2.._._95 (
l 60 124.1 ' S. 52
120 J 30 122,3 ; 5.07
I
0 118.6 ', 5.04
d 90 120.9 _ 43 [ 6.17
-'-,-- f
•' 60 123.8 I J 5.67
' I13o 30 12o.7 5.23
I 0 118.7 I i 5._4i
90 128.6 2.53 4.83
--"'r--"
60 127.6 | a 4.88
140 30 126.1 _ 4.620 122.9 4.60
90 122.8 Z.1I 4.95
60 123.4 t ' 4.73
150 30 122.4 ! 4.63
0 118.8 t 5.15
90 119.5 ' 2.05 5.18
60 _19.8 5.17
160 30 121.4 | 4.54
0 118.2 _r 5.33
PSO / AR
WHERE( _, alo _) = LEAST-SQUARES-FITCONSTANTSFROMTABLE 8
,¥
• REFERENCECONDITIONS: TTO = 2%u K 1532°R)
PSO = STANDARDATMOSPHERE(2116psfa)
AR = 11.494M2 15.32FT_1
• FREE-FIELD, INDEX(R = 1 M)
35
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FIGU_3E 37.-OVERALL SOUND PRES_SURE LEVEL CORRELA "lION
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vR= IL0ol
-rj = jet velocity relative to the nozzle
Although figure 38 shows a certainamount of data scatter, the scatter is largely due t, ground
reflection and to screech for pressure _atios greater than two. The dependence with respect to
variations in the angles, q,, and 1_o is weak. Hence, the use of a singlecurve is not expected to cause
serious errorin humanresponse estimates, such as perceived noise level.
Multiple slof/flap confifurations.-The use of multiple slot/flap configurations by STOL
aircraft can be broken down into a single "acoustic equivalent" slot/flap configuratioa, providedthe
spacing between the slots is small compared to the slot dimensions, i.e., less than T0%.The sketch
below illustrateshow this can be done.
I I l I* " "I I T-T--
X' , .... , , , .... ,'"r IIH SI_OT--HOZZLES
@
I " " , " " I" " "| " " " lI I I
_'_' X SLOT -_l
NOZZLES
"Acoustically" this is approximately equivalent to
".1 I
where
He = MH
Le = N L
Thus, the use of multiple slot/flap configurations requires the change of only two input variables in
the basic prediction defined previously, that is
r:
A=MNHL
D = 2 M H/I ! + (MH)/(NL)]
89
where H is the typical slot hei,_tt, and L is the typical slot length, _
Required additional work.-Reflecting on _ome of the recent developmentsmentioned in
sect'_on5.2.2.1, it is believed that a better formulation could result through use of different
indt;p-ndent variables than nozzle pressureratio (PT/Pso) and total tempe=ature ratio (TT/TTo)
used in equations (24) and (25) above-namely _tat_c temperature ratio and convection Mach
number. The present procedure has not been validated for predicting the noise of an aircraft in
flight. These new variables would give more insight as to how the effects of flight could be
, predicted. Further work is recommendedusingthis approach in the analysisof the data obtained
from the testsdescribedin referencesI 1 and 27.
_i_! 5.2.2.5 Externally Blown-Flap Configuration
_II A model of an externally blown-flap configuration is shown in figur_;s 39 and 40. The engine
it_t exhaust is redirected by the flap(s) and an increase in lift occurs. This lift-augmentation makes the
device desirable for STOL aircraft. However, the blown flap has a penalty-more noise is produced
than that from a conventional wing mounting such as that on the cut'rent commercial airplane fleet
(ref. 29).
The iv.crease in noise can be attributed to two items. The first is the presence of an a¢lditional
noise source, impingement of the turbulent jet producing a fluctuating force on the flap(s), which
has "dipole" characteristics. This force is the source for the dipole component and has been given
the term "impingement noise" in reference 28 and this terminology wii! be used here. The second
item car:sing an increase in noise is due to a change in the jet structure. This resuRs Erom the
presence of the flap which alters fcher_:diation pattern of jet noise. Also, the jet velocity gradients at
the trailing edge of the flap can produce more noise than that tbr a free jet. However., when the
flaps are ex_ended, the impingement noise usually dominates in the far-field, therefore this report "
deals with the noise prediction for this case. When the flap(s) are retracted, the jet noise component
dominates over the impingement noise, but the additional noise produced at the trailing edge of the
flap(s) is assumed to be insignificant, i.e., it is convected and refracted aft and does not contribute
to the noise observed below the aircraft. Thus, the t,-chniques presented for single and co-annular
=Rk
exhaust nozzles in sections 5.2.2.1 and 5.2.2.2, car_e applied to the exhaust as thoug_h it were a
tree jet.
The acoustic data used to develop the nosie prediction procedure _or the blown-flap
configuration were obtained ,_'om reference 28. The conditions for the static te_t were as listed in
table 9, and shown in figure 41.
9O
NOTES:
WINGPLANE
RAD IUS, R " 3.05 M (10 FT)
VERTICALPLANE ELEVATION ANGLE, 1_o - 90"-. _w
FIGURE 39.-MICROPHONE SETUP AND WING, FLAP ARRANGEMENT
NOTES:
D - 5.2CM (2.05 INCHES)
NOMINALFLAP ANGLE a n- 2
(L/O) r : ?.|, (LL/O|r :|.|6, (H/D) r :1o5, lint =4_*
FIGURE 40.-BASIC CONFIGURA T/ON OF EXTERNALL Y BLOWN FLAP MODEL
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TABLE 9.-TEST CONDITIONS(REFER TO FIGS.39 AND 40)
i
Item $,ym. _..... Condttt on
a. Stattc temperature Ts Ftgure 41
b. Jet veloc|ty Vj 150 to 350 Iq/S
c. Nozzle dtameter D 5.2 cm (2.05 tn.)
l d. Relattve nozzle posttton H/D 0.2 to 1.5
when_N = 45° LL/D -3.9 to 1.2
• _! L/O 3.3 to 7.1
e. Nomtnal Flap Angle o_N 0° to 45°
f. Dtrecttvtty Angle _ 10° to 180°
g. Elevation Angle /30 0° to 90°
h. Xtcrophone Rad'tus R 3.05 H (10 ft)
t, Geometric-mean-frequencies f 0.2 to 20 KHz
|
|
300 !_7
2 4 6 8 2 (FT/SEC)
100 1000
JET VELOCITY,Vj
__ • I|_
-- |
• ' " ' I 2 4 600 (M/SEC)
30 4 6 8 100
NOTE:
DATAWERECALCULATEDUSINGPRESSURERATIO
ANDVELOCITY'DATAGIVENIN REFo28
" FIGURE 41.-REFERENCE STA TIC TEMPERATURE VS.JET VELOCITY
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In order to exter, d the range of application to hot flows, a static temperature ratio term has
been included (see sec. 5.2.2). Noise levels for flight conditions are estimated by relating the overall
sound pressure level to the impingement velocity on the flaps and applying the Doppler correction
for a random dipole source. Figure 42 shows the variation in the overall sound pressure level with
the impingement velocity and flap angle. The approximate 5th to 6th power slope with respect to
velocity implies the dominance of the dipole source for the reference configuration, i.e., L/D = 7. I,
H/D = !.5. At higher jet velocities and/or larger values of L/D and H/D, the jet noise component
may dominate over the impingement noise. But for the reported test configuration, the
impingement noise exceeds the jet noise by 10 to 7 dB for a jet velocity range, 150 to 325 lVl/S.
',i_, Hence, the jet noise emitted from a STOL aircraft using the blown-flap during takeoff will
contribute typically less than 0.5 dB to the total noise observed in the far field.
In equation form, the overall sound pressure level at the datum condition (free-field, index:
R = I M) is given by
Ii I
+ F3C'Ij/.joCH, V1 ) _- F4(/'3o, "_, C_.N) + FSfXN, lp) F6(_N ) (26)
where
VF = flap impingement velocity
I ^ ^l(_l" Vo) F2(L/D) + VO
F I through F6 represent the empirical curves shown in figures 42 through 47, respectively
^
Vj = centerfine jet velocity vector at the nozzle exit
^
VO = velocity vector of the ambient air relative to the nozzle and flapfs)
c_N = nominal flap angle (';ig.40 }
(a, b) = empirical constan_ (0.0526, 1.0526) chosen to fit the data in figure 42
T S = _t;qic temperature of the jet (absolute units)
_N
170 ' "
• i
m
,o
N
M 150
3 14o
_ N
_ J
t _
_ O
, 130
:_I 15o 200 300 _oo 500(,,,sec)
;I IMPINGEMENTVELOCITY,VF
REFERENCECONDITIONS:
FREE-FIELD,INDEX(R - 1 M)
STATICTEST,Mo- 0
TSR '-REF. STATICTEMPERATUREFROMFIGURE4_,
PR -REFERENCEDENSITY = 16o02KG/M3 11LBM/FT3)
AR =R_IERENCEAREA" 0.0929M2 11FT2)
- 80"
_o "90°
FIGURE 42.-0 VERALL SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL VERSUS IMPINGEMENT VELOCITY
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NOTES
1) STATIC CONDITIOI,_
2) FREE JET
•2 "
3) JET MACH NUMBER <: 1.0
O_ ' i ! I , 14 I I It i . , , , *
O 5 10 15
AXIAL DISTANCE FROM JET NOZZLE, X/D
VF = CENTERLINE VELOCITY AT AXIAL DISTANCE (X) FROM NOZZLE EXIT
Vj =CENTERLINE VELOCITY AT NOZZLE EXIT
D =NOZZLE DIAMETER
FIGURE _3.-VARIA TION OF EXHAUST JET VELOCITY WITH
AXIAL DISTANCE FROM NOZZLE EXIT
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!, FIGURE 44.-CHANGE IN OVERALL SPL WITH DIRECTIVITY
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SEE FIGURE 4116 FOR F5 (XN,T )
FIGURE 47.-FLAP ANGLE CORRECTION 7"OENGINE PLACEMENT EFFECT
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ITSR _- reference _tati_ lcml_r_lufc l_b_olul, aml_) l_e_nfi_ic 41
P _ density of t_t_.jet
PR = referencedensity= I0.02KG/I',_i3 IIbmlft31
_1 A = dischargeareaofnozzle
:
:! AR = referenceares---0.0929 M 2 (!ft2)
il Mo = aircraft Mach number
g = angle between direction of akcrat't motion and sound propagation path
qJ = directivity angle relative to engineinlet
_o = elevationangle (figs. ,_and 39)
XN = dimensionlessengine location whenotN = 45°
= (L/D) (H/D)/_ aD.t,b-
D = nozzle diameter, If the nozzle is not circular, use the hydraulic diameter,
4A/perimeter.
The overall SPL for N identical blown-flap configurations is estimated by adding the
mtdti-engine correction, equation (2B) in section 5.1.1.6, to the result from equation (26) above.
The I/3 octave band spectrum eha_ is shown in figure 48. Using this curve, the sound pre_ure level
spectrum is defined as
SPL(f) _ 0ASPL + FT(f/f o) (27)
where
F 7 is an empirically derived curve (fig. 48)
fo = the characteristic Strouha] frequency in l|z
(VF/D) _ ( I + sin2 etN)/(I - Mo cos_).
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The factor, VO.5 (I + sin2t_N), results from file change in the hydraulic diameter of the flow
projection on the flap(s) as the flap angle, aN, is varied. This expression assumes that the
impinge,,_;ent area is an ellipse for the discharge from a circular nozzle. In reality, the impingement
area is a hyperbolic section, and the resulting formula is considerably more complicated. However,
the scatter in the data (ref. 28), does not merit such ,_:finement. The term, (! - Mo cos_), represents
the Doplrler shift for an aircraft in flight.
A few concluding remarks about this procedure are:
a) The data analysis would be simplified if the reference coordinate system was relative to
the flap(s) instead of the centerline of the nozzle. "lhis would permit the same data to be
represented by fewer curves.
_'_ b) Additional hot flow tests are required to verify the methods used to extrapolate the test
o! (cold flow) data (ref. 28) to that applying to real engines.
c) For cold flow models, it is expected that the procedure presented above will predict the
OASPL within +-3 dB provided the jet Mach number is less than one.
d) A comparison of predicted values with a set of test data taken from reference 28 is shown
in figures 49 and 50.
5.2.3 Core and Turbine Noise
The goal of re(iacing subsonic aircraft noise has led to the consideration of engines with lower
jet velocities when compared to turbojets. The SAE jet noise procedure (ref. 7) when applied to
these newer engines results in lower levels than that observed-even when efforts are made to
eliminate the fan noise componeJ,lt. Recent jet model tests (ref. 20). in which care was taken to
keep upstream nomscto a minimum, have shown that a trend similar to that given by ref. 7 is valid at
velocities less than 305 M/S (1000 fps). This observation became more appalenc alter appropriate
moditications to lhe density correction exponent or the inclusion of a (p2 TS 1.5) factor was used
to ct_liapsc the nlodel dala (see. 5,2.2),
[:ull scale _nginc le:d_ al h:,_vpower settings, however, exhibit a signilicantly different trend at
jet velocities below 31)5 M/S t[l_t| ,,._bscrvedfrom the jet model tests. Apparently there are additional
noise sourc_,s which produce more I_w frequency noise than i_ predicted for jet noise. Also. discrete
tones due to _he la,'_t furbinc _,;tagch_ave bccn identified. These sources are believed to be gcnerated
upstream froln the nozzh: c×i_ ;.llld can be atlribnted to variou_ items:
NOTES:
1) PRESSURERATIO = 1.7, TOTAL TEMPERATURE = 283°K
2) MEASUREMENTRADIUS = 3.05 M
3) ELEVATION ANGLE _o= 900
4) L/D =7.1, H/D = 1.5
FIGURE ,49.-PREDICTED VERSUS MEASURED 0 VERA L L
SPL FOR BLOWN-FLAP MODEL
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LEGEND CONDITIONS
PREDICTED PT/Pso - 1o7
MFJ_SURED ¢ - 80°
• o_N ,_45° flo,,90o
w o_N = 0°
FIGURE 50.-SAMPLE FLAP tMPINCEMENT NOISE PREDICTION
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a) Combustion
b) Static pressure fluctuations for flow through the turbine rotors
c) Turbulent flow impinging on the turbine rotors and stators
d) Turbulent flow along the inner surface of the engine and nozzle walls
e) Separated flow on the tailpipe cone and/or turbine exit struts
Of the items mentioned, those associated with the turbine produce high frequency, broadband
and tone noise. The low frequency broadband noise is probably due to combustion. For the
purpose of noise prediction two components will be identified-('_ ) core noise for the low frequency
and (2) turbine noise for the high frequency contributors.
The present noise prediction procedures for these components are based on data provided by
various engine manufacturers, research institutes, and NASA. Most of the data is proprieta_ and
thus little substantiating data can be presented at this time to justify the procedures. In fact, the
procedures are not all that good; the tolerance is approximately +_.7PNdB. A more detailed analysis
of available engine data could result in a better core noise prediction procedure. Particular attention
should be given to the progress made by various governmental contracts with industry,
e.g., GE/FAA.
5.2.3. I Core Noise Prediction
! The following prediction procedure for core noise has been developed from full scale engine
l acoustic measurements (primarily from high bypass ratio turbofans). The noise source is assumed to
t
be a monopole. The strength of the source is related to the engine's combustor and turbine inlet and.
exit parameters. Theoretically, a monopole source has a uniform omni-directional radiation pattern,
but far-field engine data indicates that the sound is attenuated in the inlet quadrant (see fig. 51).
The reasons for this attenuation ace probably due to a combination of effects: (I)the source is
generated inside a duct, (2) convection, and (3) refraction. In mathematical terms, the overall sound
pressure level for a single engine, at the free-field, index condition is given by
0A$PL = 10 Log10 _p,]_T_] k_ " MO (28)
+ F
FIGURE 51.-CORE NOISE DIRECTI VI TY PA TTERN
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where
_hc = combustor corrected mass flow
= _ '_/TTx/TsR/(PTc/PsR)
I/I = plimary mass flow
rhR = reference mass flow = 0.4536 KG/S (I lbm/sec)
TTX = combustor exit total temperature (absolute units)
TSR = reference temperature = 288°K (518.7°R)
PTI = turbine inlet total pressure (absolute units)
PTX - turbine exit total pressure (absolute units)
PTC = combustor total pressure (absolute units)
! PSR = reference pressure = I S. ATM. (2116 psfa)
: t Mo = aircraft Mach number
= angle between direction of aircraft motion and sound propagation path
= directivity angle re inlet axis
F I = empirical curve (fig. 51)
a = correction for the type of burner
= 0 for annular types
= +9 tot can types, i.e., JT8D
K = specific engine correction (see table I0)
The use of multiple engines is io be estimatcd by adding equation (2B) in section 5.1.1.6 to
equation (28) above.
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TABLE IO.-SPECIFIC ENGINE CORRECTION
TYPEOF ENGINE K_
CF6-6 -1 0
_,_ JTSD-1 -3.5
ii!i _T9O-7 ,2
RB.211-22B +4
RB.211-22B +1
(l_tth Revtsed Strut Oestgn)
TF34-GE-2 -2
Paper Engtne Studtes 0 9
!
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t Very little data are available concerning the core noise spectrui_] shape. Essentially, no useful
_ectral information can be deduced from conventional engine measurements (without a significant
amount of work) due to the ground reflections at low frequencies. Presently, the SAE flight
Strouhal spectrum is used, since core noise has been confused with jet noise in the past and is
assumed broadband in nature. The I/3 octave sound pressure level spectrum is defined It
t
SPL(f) = OASPL+ F2(f / fo ) (29)
where
I
F2 is the flight Strouhal spectrum shape (fig. 20b)
fo = characteristic frequency in Hz
[ = b/[_c (l-Mo cos/j )]
b = 1246Hz -(KG/sec)0"5= 1850 Hz - (Ibm/sec)0"5
! 5.2.3.2 Turbine Noise Prediction
The turbine noise prediction procedure considers two noise components: broadband and
discrete tone. Both components have been related to the relative tip velocity of the turbine's last
stage, the primary mass flow, and local speed of sound at the turbine exit. The effects of
t starer/rotor spacing on the discrete tone levels is also considered.
. _ it has been assumed that both components have spectra shapes that normalize with respect to
' _, the fundamental blade passage frequency of the last stage of the turbine. The predicted spectra are
i | given in terms of !/3 octave band levels (dB re 20 /aN/M2) at the free-field, index (R- I M)
=1 condition.
Broadband compw:ent.-The relation for the peak I/3 octave band level at a radius of 45.7 M
(150 ft) from the source is
!
L0 = ]0 L0910 K,,VI1 CL : i_). ('1- HO CO,'i_) (30)
+ I: = lo
!15
..... 7 ....... , --- " " = _, _ -- --* - : " ' ................ ,.............. ,, _o---_.,:-;:................... :. . ....
.................. _-'C,_,'......._: : "-," ........
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r_
where
VTR = Relative tip speed of last rotor of the turbine. If VTR is unknown_ use 0.7 times
the tip speed.
VR = Reference velocity, 0.305 M/S (! fps)
= Primary mass flow
d R = Reference mass flow, 0.4536 KG/S (I Ibm/sec)
,i
:I C L = Speed of sound at the turbine exit. If CL is unknown, use
CL :, a _ with
a = 19.8 M/S per (°K)0"5
= 48.5 fps per (*R) 0"5
TT7 = Turbine exit total temperature
CR = Reference speed of sound, 340.3 M/S (I 116 fps)
Mo = Aircraft Mach number
= Angle between direction of aircraft motion and sound propagation path
= Directivity angle re. inlet axis
F I = Empirical curve shown in figure 52
Sample data and predicted results are shown in figure 53. The I/3 octave band spectrum shape
is shown in ,figure 54. The sound pressure level spectrum is defined as
$PL(f) _ L0 + Fz(f/f o) (31)
where
fo = fundamental blade passage frequency of the last rotor stage of the turbine
= B 0/160 (! - Mo co_,_)!
!16
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FIGURE 53.-CHARACTERISTIC TURBINE NOISE LEVELS VS RELA TIVE TIP SPEED
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F2 = Function shown in figure 54
B -- Number blades for the last rotor stage of the turbine
= Shaft speed in rpm
The use of multiple engines requires the correction, eq. (2B) in sec. 5. I. 1.6, and the spectrum
is extrapol_ted to a radias of one meter using
SPL(f) I = SPL(f) [ + 33.2 + AdB(f) I (32)
1 H 45.7 H Table 4
Discrete tone component.-The discrete tone component of turbine noise is d¢fiited in a
manner similar to that for broadband noise. The level of the fundamental tone at 45.7 M (1 r50ft)
- from the source is given by
I °
• i O. 6 -4]
+ r I (4) + 56 + K
where
C/S = stator/rotor spacing shown in figure 55
K = correction for turbofans with a primary nozzle exit plane upstream from the
secondary nozzle exit plane, i.e., the JTSD
_- -!0 dB for the JT8D
|, "" 0 dB tbr dual exhaust systems with co-planar exits, or turbojets
The frequency of the fundamental tone corresponds to the blade passage frequency, fo, above.
The higher harmonics are assumed to fall off at a -!0 dB slope as shown in figure 54. A review of
| . avail_N,_ _est data indicates that the second harmonic ranges from 8 to 20 dB below the
fundame_ttai. In some cases, the harmonics for the second to the last turbine stage were dominate.
The lack of adequate information precluded further study of the phenoraenon.
in the computer program, the tones are added to the broadband spectrum (eq. (31) above)
| before tl_e corrections for the use of multiple engines and index (R = ! M) conditions ar_ applied.
After the corrections are made, the resulting spectrum represents the turbine noise at the free-field,
index condition.
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5.2.4 Compressor or Fan Noise
This section deals with the prediction procedures for ]/3 octave band noise due to rotating
compressor and fan blades. The procedures predict the noise spectra for the free-field, index
conditions discussed in section 5.1.1.2 The methods given are applicable to turbojet compressors.
single or multistage turbofans with or without inlet guide vanes, and lift fans for STOL aircraft. It is
assumed that the inlets are the "fixed4nlet type," i.e., no blow-in-doors and the blade/vane number
ratios for the fans or compressors are optimum for minimum noise.
The empirical noise prediction procedures discussed in this section were derived from JT9D
and JT3D static eagine tests. The data was analyzed in terms of the following noise components:
a) inlet fan or compressor noise emitted from the inlet duct
l) Broadband noise
2) Discrete tone noise
3) Combination tone noise (buzz-saw)
b) Fan discharge noise emitted from the fan discharge duct
l ) Broadband noise
2) Discrete tone noise
The computer program predicts each of the subcomponent (broadband, discrete tone, and
combination tone) noise for items a) and b) above and the spectrum levels are combined on an
energy basis to form a single spectrum. For an engine with more than one fan stage, each stage is
treated as an independent so_lrce and the sound energy produced by each stage is accumulated
accordingly. No correction is made for blade row attenuation. Caution is to be applied in using this
procedure lotturbofans with more than two fan stages. In the case of a turbojet, the noise from the
first compressor stage is assumed to be representative of tLe far-field noise.
5.2.4. IBackground
i This discussion touches briefly on tile various ideas and philosophies that v_ent into the
...._ dcvelopnlent of the procedures. Of the ilems di._;ct,ssed,the first is the definition of the sovrce noise
i: associated with tile totaling blades inside a duct with inlet and exit gui_': vanes. The second is a
_.[i 122
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description of some of the procedure-related corrections that are employed. Speci._l appli, ations
and limitations are noted briefly.
Broadband noise. -The term broadband noise is associated with "white" noise that is generated
by unstable air flow past the rotors and stators of each fan stage. This noise is not strictly white r'
it f noise because at a frequency of approximately twice the fundamental blade passage frequency, the ./
:_ spectral density levels have been observed to fall off at approximately 30 dB per decade. The
ii corresponding !/3 octave band spectrum shape is _hown in figure 56a. The exact mechanisms which
generate the noise are not well understood, but are thought to invo,ve local variations in the static ,
,, _ pressure field due to: , ,"
i) vortex shedding from the blades and vanes, ,,,"
, 2) lift fluctuations resulting from approaching eddies in unstable flow, and "
| /
3) turbulent boundary layer(s) /
s'
In this procedure, the broadband noise is separated into two compo_,ents; one radiating
upstream and out the inlet, and one radiating downstream and out the fan discharge nozz!e. Engine
size scaling is accomplished by normalizing the inlet component with r.cgpect to the rotor diameter
and the discharge component with respect to the exit area of the fan discharge nozzle. This
normalization approximates the more classical mass flow scaling as discussed in section 5.1.1.5. The
validity of the approximation is due to the way the turbofan engines are designed, i.e., the inlet and
_. discharge Mach numbers do not vary appreciably for different engines operating at the same fan
pressure ratio. The normalized levels are then related to the rise in pressure acress each fan stage as
shown in figures 57a and 57b.
Discrete tone noise.-Discrete tones at integer multiples of the fundamental blade passage
frequency are radiated from the fans and compressors of all jet engines when operated at either
subsonic or supersonic tip speeds. A major source of the tones for fans with inlet guide vanes
(IGV's) is the static pressure field developed as the blades chop through the wakes from the inlet
guide vanes. For fans without IGV'_, inlet flow turbulence produces the same effect, but the sound
produced is of a lower level.
An additional source of nearly equal strength to the noise generated by the IGV-rotor
interaction is the noise produced by rotor and exit-guide-vane (EGV) interaction. A sigt_ificant
! parameter affe,cting the rotor-EGV interaction is the blade/vane number ratio. This effect is
illustrated in section 5.2.4.4. In both cases, IGV-rotor or rotor-EGV interaction, the noise is
generated by a static pressure field which can be related to lift fluctuations on the blades and vanes.
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FIGURE 56.-FAN NOISE SPECTRUM SHAPES
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In the prediction procedure, the discrete-tone noise is separated into two noise components in
the same manner as that done for broadband noise. The normalized levels for these components are
shown in figures 58a and 58b. For turbofans without IGV's for the first fan stage, e.g., the JT9D,
there is an additional noise source radiating out the inlet as the relative tip Mach number exceeds
unity. This noise is called (ombination tones and is discussed below. As the relative tip Mach
number exceeds one, the harmonic tones at multiples of the fundamental blade passage frequency
decrease with an increase in tip speed or fan pressure ratio. This phenomenon is thought to be the
result of a non-linear transformation of acoustic energy from the discrete-tone noise to combination
tones. It is treated as follows for noise prediction purposes. At low relative tip Mach numbers, the
fundamental tone follows the solid line shown in figure 58b. This curve is used until the Mach
number exceeds unity. After this point is reached, noise level decays for an increase in the Mach
number cr fan pressure ratio as shown by the dashed fine in figure 58b. It should be remembered,
that the inte_ectica point of the solid curve and the dashed line vary with different engines. This
point corresponds to the condition where the relative tip Mach number just exceeds unity- 1.025 is
used in the computer program. The effect just described applys only to the first fan stage without
IGV's, otherwise the solid curve in figure 58b is used for all fan or compressor stages.
Both the inlet and discharge fundamental tones are assumed to have their peak level at the
blade passage frequency. The relative levels for the higher harmonics are shown in figure 56b.
Combination tone noise (buzz-saw].-When the first rotor stage does not have IGV's, an
additior,rd source of fan noise becomes significant when the relative tip Mach number goes
supersonic. At these high tip speeds, a shock forms on each rotor blade. These shocks move
upstream and decay into a system of Mach waves which propagate out of the inlet duct.
Theoretically, they would be observed in the far field as a series of tones at multiples of the blade
passage frequency. Experience indicates that there is a redistribution of energy. Small differences
within the manufacturing and assembly tolerances of rotor blades appear to affect the detailed
shape of the shocks attached to each blade. Thus, the Mach wave system repeats itself with each
revolution of the rotor, rather than with the pas,_age of each blade. The resulting noise spectrum
contain, all harmonics of the shaft's rotational speed. This noise has been termed combination tone!.
:_ noise for the subjective response it produces.
A noise spectrum, consisting of a series of tones each with the same order of magnitude and
separat_;d by a fixed frequency, is referred to as a combination tone. It is a characteristic of the
human auditory system to judge the pitch of this type of noise as though it were a tone at the
separation t:-equency, although there may be little sound energy at that frequency. This type of
noise i; found in all fans and compressors which operate at supersonic tip speeds, but it may be
masked by a louder tone at the blade-passage frequency or by jet noise. The presence of
inlet-guide-vanes attenuates the Mach wave system; hence, the combination tone noise is
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iinsignificant compared to the other components as in the case of the older bypass engines. However,
if one observes a 747 aircraftduring takeoff, the noise emitted from the inlets of the JTgD engines
is perceived to be similar to that produced by a buzz-saw,
In the prediction procedure, the calculation of combination tone yJoiseincludes the following
simplifying assumptions:
l) Combination tone noise is emitted only from the fan inlet.2) It will contribute to the total fan noise only if the relative tip Mach number is greaterthan one.
3) It will contribute to the total fan noise for fans witho:_t IGV's.
4) Combination tone noise can be predicted in terms of three separate spectrums based on
peak noise levels centered at one-half, one-fourth, and one-eighth of the fundamental
bladepassage frequency of the first fan stage.
The three peak noise levels are shown in figule 59, plotted against the relative tip Mach
number. The spectrum shapes correspondingto the three peak noise levels are shown in figure 60.
Corrections. - In the prediction procedures, various corrections are employed to account for
changes in the engine configuration from that for the reference JT3D and JT9D engines. The
corrections reflect the effects for varying such items as rotor-stator spacing, directivity angle,
bypass-ratio,discharge duct length, flight effects, and the use of IGV's and multiple engines. Each
of these corrections are discussed below.
! ) Rotor-Stator Spacing Correction-This correction accounts for the noise generated due to
the presence of stators in front and behind of the rotor. The correction is shown in figure
61 and is to be added to the peak noise levels described above in "BroadbandNoise" and
"Discrete Tone Noise." Figure 62 illustratesthe definition ot"the rotor-stator spacing that
refer to conditions at the rotor tip.
2) Directivity Correction-This correction accounts for the fact that the radiation pattern
for the fan or compressor noise is not spherically symmetn,, about the source. The
procedure uses simplified directivity patterns for the noise subcomponents (figs. 63 and
64). These directivity palterns show that the noise is maximum at _l,= 60° for the inlet
components and at • = I I0° for the fan discharge components. Engine test data has
l I
FIGURE 59.-INLET FAN COMBINATION TONE NOISE
!
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shown a variation in directivity angle lor the maximum noise namely .50° to 70° _.ndqO_t
to 120° for the inlet and discharge components. Since community noise estimates are
basr=don passby conditions, the e_ol in EPNdB incurr¢.d by using this simplified
apps'o_ehis small.
' 3) Guide Vane Con'ection-The presence of inlet-guide-vanesfor the first fan stage, or exit
guide-vanes of a procedingstage, alters the observed discrete tone components for the t_an
stage I_,_ingconsidered. The broadbandcomponent radiatingout the discharge duct is afro
affected. The change in noise is accounted for as foUows:
a) Fourthe inlet fan noise-subtract 6 dB from all discrete tones except the funda_nentai
tone a_ the blade passage frequency. Combination tones (buzz-saw) are nol
considered to be significantin the far field and hence are not calculated.
b) For the fan discharge noise-add 6 dB to the fundamental tone and 3 dB to the
broadbandcomponent.
4) Bypass Ratie and Duct LengthCorrection-This correction approximates for the change
in the fan discharge noise that would be observed in the far-field if *,hebypassratio and
duct length were varied. At the present time, the physics for this effect are not
completely understood, but ate ihought to be due to a change in the transmission
coefficient at the end of the discharge duct, i.e., the duct acts as a short-wave-guide.The
correction is defined as follows, i.e., !et
$,
f17 8 'for BPR _ 0.5 i
let _L = iOglo(BPR / 10) for' 0.5 < BPR < 10
foe 8PR 1> 10
Update _L for the change in duct length, _.e., let
& L = (_ L) C
The constant. C equals O, !/6, 1/3, I respectively for short lhn ducts, 3/4 length fan ducts,
long fan ducts with coplanar primary/secondary nozzle exit,_,and long fan ducts with a retracted
primary nozzle, i.e., the JTSO engine. & L is added to the discrete tone levelsand AL/2 is added to
the broadband level_of the dischargetan noise.$
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5) Flight Effect Correction-This is an optional correction consisting of two parts. The Ecst
part is the Doppler-shift which is well known and requires no explanation _.<.. The
second part includes a theoretical level correction assuming a dipole source. "flaeresult of
this level correction gives a slight increase in noise level in the forward quadrant and a
slight decrease m level for the aft quadrant.
An additional flight effect applies for a lift fan mounted in the wing of an aircraft. This
effect is due to the flow distortion that results from flow separation at the inlet lip and
the work distribution difference on the fan rotor. Since this effect is peculiar to the
lift-fan configuration, it will be discussed further in section 5.2.4.4.
6) Multiple Engines Corrections-To account for multiple sources, two cc,rrections are
employed-one applies to tile inlet fan noise components and the second applies to the
discharge fan noise components. Equations (2A) and (2B) in section 3.1.1.6 are applied
respectively for the inlet and discharge fan components.
7) Index Spectra Correction-To remove atmospheric effects from the predicted spectra, the
spectra are extrapolated inward to a radius of one meter. The fan noise prediction
procedures ale based on data originally measured at a radius of 45.7 M (150 ft). The
correction for spherical divergence is +33.2 dB and the atmosphenc absorption correction
i is given in table 4.
i Results.-Before the actual prediction procedures for compressor or fan noise are presented, it
i seems appropriate to show a comparison of the results that have been obtained with measured
engine data. Figures 65 and 66 show the comparison. It is expected that the observed far-field noise
can be predic;cd within ± 3 PNdB for engines similar to those in current usage.
5.2.4.2 Inlet Fan and Compressor Noise Prediction
This section deals with the prediction of the three noise components radiating out the inlet for
conventional turbofan and turbojet engines. The noise from the compressor of a turbojet engine is
predicted as though it was a single-stage fan. The noise from the turbofan engine is predicted as the
energy sum of that produced by each fan stage. The procedure is based on data from single and
double stage fans. Hence, care should be exercised in using these procedures for fans with more than
two stages because blade row attenuation is not considered.
¢, IBrJadbano c,,mtponc,nt prediction, The characteristic peak I/3 octave band sound pressure
le,.'el of a single fan stage is defined by _
INLET FAN COMPONENT_ = 60° DISCHARGEFAN COMPONENT@ =110 °
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m
!Lo = FI(FPR - 1) + F2(RSS) + F3(_)
-,]+ 10 Lo910 (1 - t4o cos_;) (34)
where
ill F1, F2, F3 represent the appropriatec_rves in figures 57a, 61, and 63, respectively:,_ FPR = Fan pressure-atio, i.e., total pressure ratio across the fan
.l stage beingcon. _red
'! RSS = Rotor-Stator spacing in %,see figure 62
= Directivity angle re. inlet axis
D = Fan diameter
DR = Reference diameter = 0.305 M(1 ft)
(! - Mo cosl[) = Doppler-shift/'actor
The result, Lo, is a free-field level in dB re. 20 p N/M2 at a radiusof 45.7 M from the source at
standard day conditions (15°C, 70% relative humidity). The sound pressure level spectrum is
obtained from figure 56a, i.e.,
SPL(f) -'- Lo + F4(f / fo) (35)
where
fo = the fundamental blade passagefrequency in Hz
= B01[60 (! - Mo cos/_)l
B = the munber of fan blades on the stage beingconsidered
= the wheel speed in rpm
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Discrete tone component prediction.-The characteristic peak level in dB re 20#N/M 2 for the
fundamental tone of a single fan stage is given by
Lo = FI(FPR - 1) + F2(RSS) + F3(IlJ)
(I - Ho cos_) "4 (36)
where F 1, F2, F3 represent the appropriate curves in figure 58b, 61, and 63, respectively. The
solid-fine curve in figure 58b is to be used for all fan stages with the exception of the 1st stage for a
turbofan engine without inlet-guide-vanes and operating at a fan pressure ratio greater than critical.
The calculation for this case is
t FPR- 1FI(FPR- 1) = FI(FPR 0 - 1) - 30.4 Loglo _,FP o. 1"oltd 11ne
where FPR o equals the critical fan pressure ratio when the relative tip Mach number just exceeds
: unity. The typical result of the calculation for the JTgD engine is shown as the dashed-line in figure
58b. TILe characteristic level, Lo from equation (36), is at free-field, standard day conditions and
45.7 M from the source.
t The next step is the accumulation of the harmonic levels to form the acoustic spectrum. The
._ relative harmonic levels are shown in figure 56b. The tones are added on an energy basis to the
broadband spectrum. The calculation steps for accumulating the harmonic levels are outlined below.
The steps contain the logic for calculating only those harmonics that are necessary to form the 1/3
octave band spectrum instead of the "brute-force" approach of calculating many harmonic tones
and then determining which tones are contained in each pass band. The indicator IGV in the logic
denotes if inlet-guide-vanes are present for the first stage, i.e., IGV#=0. The symbols fo' fl denote
the fundamental blade passage frequency and the cutoff frequencies for the filters, respectively.
Also, the equals sign has been generalized to denote that the results of the right replaces the
quantity to the left of the equals sign.
Fortrat_ instn4ctiotzs..-
ao = 0.1 (Lo-3.)
IF (IGV .EQ. O) ao _- ao + 0._,
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1t NI = l'+fl/fo
DO 3 1 = 1,24
t PI - I0.**(0.1 * SPLI)
N2 -- fl+l/fo
IF ((N 2 - N1) .LT. O) GO TO 3
!
DO 2 K=NI,N 2
i't.
IF (K .EQ. 1) GO TO 1
|' PI = PI+ 10"**(ao"0.3 * K)
GOTO2
| 1 PI = PI+ 10.** (0.1 * Lo)
2 CONTINUE
| SPLI -- 10. * ALOGI0(PI)
3N 1 - N2+ 1
The results of the above calculation are twenty-four 1/3 octave band sound pressurelevels for
| the inlet fan spectrum which includes the broadbandand discrete-tone components.
Combination-tone component prediction.-Combination tone noise is calculated only for the
first fan stage for turbofans without inlet-guide-vanes.It is assumed that only this stage contributes
to buzz-saw noise observed in the acoustic far-field. Further, this noise is assumed to exist only
when the relative tip Mach numberis greaterthan one.
The characteristic peak (I/3) octave band sound pressure levels in dB re 20 IJN/M2 at center
frequencies equal to !/2, 1/4, and I/8 of the fundamental blade passage frequency fo are given by
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L1 - ao + FSO_R) for f = fol2
L2 = a0 + F5(HTR) for f = fo/4 (37)
L3 = ao + FS(_R) for f = fo/8
whe_
F5 are the appropriatecurves in figure 59
MTR = relative tip Mach number
ao = F3(q,) + !0 IOgl0 (1 - Mo cos_) "4
F 3 = the directivity correction shown in figure 63
The levels (L I , L2, L3) are at free-field, standard day conditions at a radius of 45.7 M from the
source.
The sound pressurelevel spectrum for this component is approximated by
SPL(f) ffi 10 LOglo K_I
where GK representsthe spectrum shapecurves shown in figure60 for K = i, 2, 3.
5.2.4.3 Discharge Fan Noise Prediction
Two components are accumulated to provide the total fan noise radiating from the fan
discharge duct. These components are broadband and discrete tone noise. The noise produced by
more than one fan stage is estimated by predicting the noise for each stage and the results are
summed on an energy basis. The compressor noise contribution emitting from the engine discharge
does not appear significant in the far-field; hence, it can be ignored. The reasons are (I) it is masked
by more dominent sources, i.e., fan, jet, core and turbine components and (2) it is attenuated in its
propagation through the higher compressor stages, the combustor, and turbine stages.
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Broadband component prediction. - The characteristic peak 1/3 octave band sound pressure
level of a single fan stage is defined as follows:
;_ Lo = FI(FPR- 1) + F2(RS$) F3(_)+ C
] t (39)
 ,oc,""o|' where
!_i F1, F2, F3 represent the appropriate curves in figures 57b, 61, and 64, respectively.
|i FPR = Fan pressure ratio, i.e., total pressure ratio across the fan
stage being considered.
RSS = Rotor-Stator spacing in %,see figure 62.
q, = Directivity angle re inlet axis.
A = Fan discharge nozzle area.
_[ AR = Reference area = 0.0929 M2 (1 ft 2)
(1 - Mo cos/D= Doppler-shift factor.
C = 3 dB for fan stages with inlet-guide-vanes.
|_ = 0 dB for the Ist fan stage without IGV's.
A L = Bypass-ratio and duct length correction discussed in
sect:ion 5.2.4.1.
$
The result, Lo, is a free-field level in dB re 20 p N/M 2 at a radius of 45.7 M from the source at
standard day conditons (15°C, 70% relative humidity). The sound pressure level spectrum is
obtained in the ,same manner as described for the inlet broadband component.
| Discrete-tone component prediction.-The _haracteristic peak level in dB re 20 P N/M 2 for the
fundamental tone of a single fan stage is gwen by
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Lo ffi FI(FPR - 1) + Fz(RSS) + F3(I_) + C
(4O)
+ 10 LOglo[(_RR) (1 - Mo cos_) "4] + _L
where
F 1, F2, F3 represent the appropriate curves in figures 58a, 61, and 64, re,actively.
C = 6 dB for fan stages with inlet-guide vanes.
= 0 dB for the first fan stage without IGV's.
The characteristic level, Lo from equation (40), is at free-field standard day conditions and
45.7 M from the source.
The next step is the accumulation of the harmonic levels to form the acoustic spectrum. The
procedure for adding the tones to the broadband _omponent is the same as that described for the
inlet discrete-tone component with the exception that we have a different characteristic level, Lo.
5.2.4.4 Lift Fan Noise Prediction
The lift fan noise prediction procedure has been developed based on the fan noise prediction
procedure, described in previous sections 5.2.4.2 and 5.2.4.3, and a forward velocity correction
i utilizing existing experimental data (ref. 30). The static noise level of an existing lift fan (ref. 3 !)
i was compared to the predicted noise by the method outlined in the previous two sections and good
t
, agreement was found (fig. 67a). It is assumed that the predicted results correspond to a fan design
l with an optimum blade/vane number ratio; however the effects of varying the number of exit guidevanes or "leaning" vanes, are not considered in the prediction.
The noise sources for lift fan propulsion systems are similar to that of conventional engines.
The fan itself constitutes the major noise source. In addition to the fan noise, noise due to the jet
and turbine are also generated by the drive system. The noise of each of these components can be
evaluated by the methods described in sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3. The total noise is the energy sum of
the individual components. For lift fans that are driven by a tip turbine, the maximum design tip
Mach number of the fan will generally be less than one, mainly because of the turbine stress limit.
This limits the fan pressure ratio to below 1.3, which results in low jet velocities and jet noise.
Therefore, the jet noise seldom contributes significantly to the perceived noise level for the lift far,
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confi_.,,_'ation. The noise due to the tip turbine also is of secondary importance due to the large
number of turbine blades, i.e., the fundamental blade passage frequency for the turbine usually lies
above the audio frequency range.
The effect of forward motiotl requires consideration of the flow distortion effect on noise
generation. This flow distortion results mainly from two sources. Flow separation is possible at the
inlet lip due to the small radius of curvature required by wing installations. The second and the
more severe distortion results from a non-uniform loading distribution existing on the fan rotor.
Figure 68 shows a typical takeoff flight path for a lift fan installation in two modes of operation.
Mode 1 represents verticai takeoff or the zero crossflow velocity case similar to static operation, and
Mode 2 represents the operation with crossflow imposed on the fan.
The complete vector diagram for the "upwind" side of the fan is shown. On this side, the
crossflow loads up the rotor and increases the fan pressure ratio; but on the "downwind" side, the
opposite happens. The difference in work that results can be stated as follows:
1
AW~ _c(U2V2-U! V 1)
let
; U = rotational speed = U I = U2
:!
i A V --- change in fan exit velocity - V2 - V 1
Therefore
AW ~U
Upwind:
AW ~ U (AV + Vc)
_C
Downwind:
(Av. vc)AW_ gc
The above difference in work assumes that no flow entrainment takes place due to the inlet
walls betbre the air enters the fan. This assumption is reasonable for shallow inlets such as a '_
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"fan-in-wing" propulsion system. A rift-cruise fan would have a longer inlet, and in this case, nearly
complete entrainment of the air would take place before flow incidence on the fan face. Therefc,re,
the distortion effects on noise generation could be significantly less than that cited above.
The distortion for the two lift fans, for which experi_:ental data was available in reference 3 I,
have been calculated. Figure 67b compares the measured and calculated distortion for the X-535
and LF366 configurations. The calculated trend agrees well with the experimental data. This
indicates that the ratio of forward velocity to tip speed is indeed a good correlation parameter for
distortion effects.
The distortion effects on noise trove been reported in reference 31 based on actual lift fan
noise tests. A review of other literature and related data has indicated that the state-of-the-art in
predicting the effect of distortion is best represented by t_e data presented in reference 31.
The corresponding correction, to be added to the _iscrete fan tones, is shown in figure 69 as a
function of the velocity ratio Vc/VTI P.
Concluding, the basic fan noise procedure described in sections 5.2.4.2 and 5.2.4.3 is adequate
to predict the noise for a lift fan at static conttitions. It has been shown that forward velocity is the
major parameter producing distortion in lift fans. Therefore, the increase in discrete-tone noise can
be reasonable represented as a function of Vc/VTI P. Experimental data is currently the most
reliable source for representing the change in r,oise due to distortion.
5.2.5 Propeller, Helicopter, and Tilt Rotor Noise
Two prediction procedures have been developed for these noise components. One is empirical
and applies to pro_eller aircraft. The other has a theoretical basis and applies to helicopters and tilt
rotor aircraft, in tile development of the latter procedure, it was found that it could also be applied
for propeller noise prediction because the acoustic theory for propellers is essentially the same as
that for rotors.
Both procedures consider two subcomponents for the observed far-field noise. The
subcomponents are (I)discrete-tone, rotational noise and (2)broadband vortex noise, in each
procedure the vortex noise is predicted by empirical equations because the more refined integration
and boundary-value problem approaches are computationally expensive and they require more
information than is readily available. These refined approaches are important for propeller/rotor
design: but the increase in accuracy for absolute levels is not that impressive. The two procedures
described here differ in only one respect. The rotational noise is predicted empirically in one and
theoretically in the other.
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An error analysis has been made comparing the two procedures with data given in references
37 and 38. The acoustic data was measured inside a hanger at approximately 3.9 M from the center
of the propeller. Since the propeller diameter was 1.5 M, it was not known if the measured noise
represented far-field levels. A correction of-l. 1 dB for ground interference was added to the data to
obtain nominal free-field conditions. In theory the ground rehection anomaly varies between +4 dB
for the test conditions with the first destructive interference occurri,g between 50 and 70 Hz.
The data analysis is too lengthy to present here, but it is worth noting the results that were
obtained lbr a four-bladed H.S. 212-14 propeller. Based on a sample of 90 spectra, the 90%
PNdB for the rotor and propeller prediction procedures,
_ confidence band is -5"8. PNdB and -317
i respectively. Hence, one can conc!ude that the accuracy of each procedure is roughly equal. At the
present time, one procedure can not be recommended in preference to the other. More data and
i study are required. Some sample predictions are shown in figures 70 and 71.
-f 5.2.5.1 Propeller Noise Prediction
A simplified prediction procedure for estimating propeller noise has been developed. The
procedure considers two noise components that are generated by a rotating propeller. These
components are (1) broadband vortex noise and (2) discrete-tone, rotational noise. The vortex noise
is caused by the shedding of vortices, similar to the Karman vortex street, from the trailing edge of a
propeller blade. Rotational noise is developed from the harmonic loads that exist on the blades due
to lhe static pressure field developed by the propeller. A third type of noise, "blade-slap" is
mentioned in references 33 through 35; but it is rarely present for conventional propeller aircraft
operating at subsonic tip speeds.
The procedure defined for vortex noise is based on a combination of the empirical approaches
given in references 33 through 38. Reference 32 gives a simplified, empirical procedure for
predicting the rotational noise component. That used here is identical to that provided in reference
32 with the exception that the Doppler shift and level change is included per references 33 and 36.
Vortex noise. -The equation for tne overall sound pressure level, Lo, in dB re 20/a N/M 2 at a
distance of 152.4 M is given by reference 35 as
Lo = ?0 Loglo _'VTE T / (VRTR) _
lOLOglo o11   o 27oo o
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where
VTE = effective helical tip speed
-_ Co_/MT 2 + (Mo _os_) 2
VR = reference velocity = 0.305 M/S (1 fps)
MT = tip Mach number
Mo = aircraft Mactt number
a = _ngle between propeller axis and direction of aircraft motion
CO - ambient speed of sound
T = tltrust developed by propeller
TR = reference thrust = 4.45 N (1 lbf)
A B = total blade area on one side of the propeller
AR = reference area = 0.0929 M2 (1 ft 2)
q' = directivity angle re inlet axis of propeller
= angle between flight path and sound propagation path
However, both references 33 and 35 point out that this formula pertains to propellers with 5
or 6 blades and a correction of +5 dB should be added for conventional propellers of 2 to 4 blades.
_Msocorrecti ,,,ns for atmospheric absorption and ground reflection appear not to have been included
!n references 33, 35, and 38. it is desired to have the overall at free-field index conditions (R =
! I M). Hence, the constant -43 dB in the above equation is adjusted as foU_>ws.
-43.0 from original equation
+42.7 spherical divergence between R 1 = 152.4 M and R2 = I M
+3.0 est;,mate of atmospheric absorption at 152.4 M
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+5.0 number of bladecorrection
- 3.0 correction to free-fieldcondition
w
+5.7 Total
The resulting equation for the overall SPL of a single propeller at fr_,-field index, conditions is
Lo = 2(;"L_glO[VTE T / (VR TR)]
AR(0.1 + ¢os2_) (1 - Xo cos_i"1]* _.7 Of)
+ iO LogIO[_B 0.1 + cos270°
i,
The characteristicStrouhalfrequency ft) is given by reference 37 as
fo = 0.28 V/[(t cos8 + | sin6)f! -Mo cos_)]
where(V, t, l, 6 ) are the effectivehelicalvelocity,bladethickness,chord length,andangleof
attackrespectivelyat 0.7 span.The basicspectrumshape,SS,whichincludesfrequencymodulation
effectsof bladerotationisgivenby the formula:
where
sI = fl/fo
s2 = f2/fo
fl' f2 = lower andupper cutoff frequencies tot the pass band beingconsidered
1_4
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tlr g(x) = the normalized, power spectral density function
x I 82 b2 t
l+a 2x 2) (l+b 2x 2
-, a = 1 + MTE
b ffi 1 - MTE
• c ffi loge(a/b)
MTE = effective helical tip Mach number.
The spectrum shape formula has a singularity at MTE equal to one and thus th_ procedure fails
as the effective tip speed goes supersonic. The vortex noise prediction procedure is limited to values
of MT£ less than one. in practical applications this range is reduced further to: 0 < MTE _< 0.93.
The sound pressure level spectrum is defined by adding the spectrum shape result for a series of pass
bands to the overall sound pressure level, Lo.
,b
SPL(f) = ko + SS (43)
Rotational noise.-The characteristic level in dB re 20 tt N/M 2 at ! 52.4 M for the rotational
noise is given by reference 32 as
]Lo = 10 LOglo _O_/ + 38 t¢i.E
- 2.Z B + FI(_) + 100.
where
!
W = shaft power
WR = reference po_ver= 745.7 KW(1000 Hp)
. t D = propeller diameter
DR = reference diameter= 0.305 M (1 It)
B = number of blades
F1 = directivity correction (fig. 72)
The expression above is a curve-fit to the empiricalfigures given in reference 32. It is assumed
that this level is representativeof measuredground test dat_ at 152.4 M from the source. The lowest
frequency for destructive interference due to ground reflection would be between 2 and
5 KHz-well above the first ten harmonics in the rotational noise spectrum. This implies that the
characteristic level Lo is 6 dB above free-field conditions. References 33 and 36 report that a
Doppler-shift and level change occurs for a propeller in translational motion. Thus to meet the
requirement here, the following formula results for the characteristic level at the free-field, index
condition,
Lo 10 Log10 W 1.55 0 -2.Z65= (1 - Ho cosj_)"4
(44)
+ 38 HTE - 2.2 B + F1(_) + 137.7
where the term (1 - Mo cosO is the Doppler factor. This last expression assumes that the air
absorption present is negligible due to the fundamental frequency for the propeller tones being
typically less than 250 Hz.
The levels of the harmonic tones are determined through use of figure 73 for the function F2
used in the equation below.
Lk = Lo + FE(HTE, K), K = 1,Z,3, ... etc. (45)
The fundamental frequency for the f'trsth_monic is defined as
fo = B g / [60 (1 - M0 cos_)] (46)
where0 is the shaft speedin rpm. The discretetonesareaddedto the broadbandspectrumin a
mannersimilarto thatdescribedfor the fannoiseprocedures(sec.5.2.4).
5.2.5.2 Rotor NoisePrediction
A simplified prediction procedure for estimating rotor/propeller noise has been developed. The
procedureconsiders two noise components that aregenerated by rotating blades. These components

FIGURE73.-RELA TIVE HARMONIC LEVELS F"2 (MTE, K)
FOR PROPELLER ROTATIONAL NOISE
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are (I)discrete-tone, rotational noise and (2)broadband, vortex noise. Rotational noise is
developed from the harmonic loads that exist on the blades and that for vortex noise is due to the
shedding of vortices from the trailing edge of the blades. Other noise sources are mentioned in the
references, but they are usually neglected. The reasons are discussed at the end of this section.
Vortex noise.-The previous section 5.2.5.1 provides a simplified, empirical procedure for
estimating this component. The method used here is identical to that described in that section. An
error analysis was made on some of the data given in references 37 and 38. The results indicate that
the empirical method provides reasonable predictions for community noise estimates and it is
"cheap" in comparison to refined integration and boundary-value problem approaches. Also, they
require more information than is readily available, e.g., the complete blade geometry, etc.
Rotadonal noise.-The procedure for rotational noise is based on a theoretical math model
(ref. 33) that is simplified by a "loading-law" concept (ref_. 35, 37, and 38). For the purpose of
noise calculations, the harmonic loads are considered random in phase and applied at a single point
on a blade. The position of t',.fisequivalent point load is based on a centroid calculation for the
mean-square pressure distribution on the blades. Experimental data (refs. 35, 37, and 38) have
shown that the load harmonics can be estimated from a simple formula. This formula contains only
three empirical parameters which can be determined from acoustic data.
Reference 35 gives data which show that the harmonic loads are different for a rotor with
translational motion. Hence, the loading-law parameters will have to be obtained from wind tunnel
tests in order to predict the rotational noise for fiigh¢ conditions. From what little data that is
available, the discrete-tones for flight could be significantly less than that from a static aircraft
(ref. 37).
One may ask, "Why don't you assume some form of a time-varying pressure distribution on a
b!ade; compute the Fourier series; and use the coefficients thus obtained for the loading
harmonics?" The answer is-it was tried and wasn't successful! (reL 33). Furthermore, it is rather
computationally expensive and each rotor design requires a different pressure distribution.
On-the-other-hand, the loading-law concept simplifies a rather formidable mathematical problem
and provides realistic noise estimates. At the same time, it lumps together many effects that are
difficult to predict into only three empirical parameters. Some of the effects are blade flapping,
flight, vortex interaction, and changes in blade design. Of the various means available to measure the
harmonic loads, the acoustic method (refs. 37 and 38) seems to be the best. This is because other
techniques (ref. 33) are presently unable to determine the harmonic loads to the high-order required
for noise prediction.
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Rotational noise for helicopters and tilt rotors is composed of discrete-tones that occur at
harmonic multiples of the fundamental bladepassagefrequency, fo" t
fo = B0/(60 SF) in Hz
B = Numberof rotor blades
- Rotational speed in rpm
SF = Doppler-shiftfactor (1 - Mo cos_)
!
Mo = AircraftMachnumber
= Angle between flight path and line to the observerat "retarded time"-the time the
sound is generated,not the time when the sound is heard.
The harmonic levels, dB re 20 AtN/M2, for the rotational noise are given by
2
I<.1
with t
_Po = 20PN/M2 = 4.177 x 10"?psf
PR = 47.88 N/M2 = 1 psf
I
Reference 33 provides a theoretical approach for estimating the far-field, acoustic pressure
produced by harmonic loads on a rotor. The result, equation (34) in reference 33, gives an
expression for the discrete tone phasor, CN, above in terms of these loads.
PN = CTN+ CDN+ CRN (47)
q
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i with
X'-= 2.Co'r_ _ r1
= Thrust componentP
= Dra9 or torque component
ca;; : . i _,Z.CorzZ)AR_Jn-). \ ['1 /
= Radial component
I
where
n = NB
rI = r SF
! r = Distancefrom observerto rotorhubat retardedtime
M = Rotational Machnumber of a point on the rotor
fl = Rotational speed (rad!sec)
R = Radius of a point on the rotor
co = Localspeedof sound
b
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IX
Y- = sine
r
¢ = Directivityanglebetweentherotorinletaxisand a lineto the observerat
retardedtime
i = Imaginarynumber,V'i-
and (AT?,, AD?,, ARX) represent the complex Fouriercoefficients for the harmonic loads appearing
on a rotor blade, i.e.,
A) : fill exp (-i),_T) dTi n
f(l") = _ Ax exp (I _AI")
jL+-oo
However, reference 35 points out that an "effective" helical Machnumber, ME, is to be used
in lieu of M above to account for motion relative to a stationary observer.
ME2 _ M2 + (Mo cos a )2
In this expression, a is the angle between the rotor axis and the direction of the aircraft's
motion. Combining terms into equation (47) gives
lnME cos_ -(n-_) [nME sln_
CTp+ = _ _ i AT), _n-_ | /
_=.® \ SF /
.inM E _ = (n='_)FSF' (n_'_l (nMF sinl_
cm = z._,sF_ _ i %)--_"/Jz+X,++_" Era,= n-x\ SF ]
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Changing the order of smnmation from (-_) to (I,_) and noting that A.x = A;, complex
conjugate, yields
CN = CTN+ CDN+ CRN (48)
with i MECOS._ [i -n
CTN = 21RrSF 'z t AT° 3n
. . ]}'" +E i AT), "Tn-), +C-Z))" AT), 3n+),
.! = i 3n
" [ }L.ME\ n /J AD_' " n-:>,
nME sin_ Ii-n
" -- ARo J_n
CRN- 2rrRr $F2 t
),=1
where the argument in the Bessel functior,,sabove is (n ME sinq#SF)and the following identities are
to be used in evaluating the negative order Bessel functions and their derivatives.
!
' =0'5 [J'n l''n ]3n-,_ =X- -l+l
J'n,l =0o5 Jn+_,.=.l_'_'n4.),+
!
3'.o_,-.--(oi)"-a3.1..o_,I
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Loading laws.-Up to this point, it has been assumed that the harmonic loads (AT} ,, AD},,
AR},) are known; in reality they are not. References 33, 35, and 36 argue that the harmonic loads
are to be considered random in phase with respect to harmonic order, }`, and position, R, across the
rotor. For the purpose of noise calculations, an equivaJent load is assumed to be applied somewhere
between 0.5 and 0.8 span. The position is based on a centroid calculation for the mean-square-
pressure distribution on a blade.
This point load concept permits a simplif.cation of equation (48), i.e., the values of ME and R
at the centroid can be used, to relate noise to the steady forces on a rotor. The harmonic loads are
in turn related to the steady force by the following approximate loading law.
2 {/_-[ / AO = g(_) (49)
i,/ where
_ and m and c are determined by physical argument and/or experiment.
itli_ These loading laws imply that an effective phase for the Fourier coefficients, A},, is 45 ° for
_ _,>0. Also, the summation in equation (48) with respect to }, is to be done on an R-M-S basis after
the algebraic sum of the load components. Free-field, acoustic measurements on the inlet axis of the
rotor, theoretically, provide an estimate for IAT},[ with lr > 10 maX[Co/(Nfo), RT} at:! }, = N B).
That is: [AT_.I2 _8( "R r SF2p°_2),ME ] 10"l LN
Similarly, measurements in tile pla_e of the r,_torcan provide an estimate of IAD)_I2 if lhe radial
lorccs are small in comparison to the drag forces due to torque-i.e.,
See references 37 and 38 for furtht. %tails.
References 33 and 37 say that c = ! and • _ 2 tbr hovering helicopters. Thus
_2.5 {50A)
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On the other hand, reference 35 gives a physical argument and data (fig. 74) which show that
equation (49) applies with c =l and the exponent term, m, determined by a formula which
includes effects of rotor orientation and aircraft speed. Theref,_,'o for helicopters and tilt rotors:
-(m+0.5)m |
9c )-- ,soB)
wh_,re
16tr(V o co_ a+ v)'_
m " 0.0485 -J + 1.36 uS f_R T
[:
-':"!.3 + 0.4876 [VISo/(S O'VT)!
i
, Vo = Aircraft velocity
i'I - v = Induced velocity of the air
-- 0.5 -(V o cos ) + IVo coscx)2 "_ gcT)/(Oo RT2)] .5
r
VI = Normal inflow velocity
-- 0.5 {(V o cos ) + [(V o cos )2+a Ts_°T--1"5PsoDT 2-1 J
VT - Tip speed
T = Total gross thrust for rotor
Po = Density of the air
= Pso/fRcTso)
Pso = ,_tatic pressure of ambient air (absolute units)
Tso = Static temperature of ambient air (absolute units)
I
RT = Tip radius
D1- = Tip diameter
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FIGURE 74.-LOADING LA WPARAMETER "m" FOR
HELICOPTERSAND TIL T ROTOBS
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¢T - Blade area/disc area
S - Lift-curve slope of one rotor blade
SO = Reference lift-curve slope = 5 for data in figure 74
a = 730.97 (M/S) 2 per (_)
= 7.2141 x 10 .3 ATM (M/S)2 per (OK)
N/M2
= 4371.03 (fps) 2 per (OR)
KG-M _ lbm-ft
gc = !.0 _- 32.17405
N-M _ ATM-M3
_, Rc _ 287.05 K_- 2.833 x 10-3 _-
= _ __045ft'lbf
_'_ Ib"b_Y'-R
_ For low-speed, MT < 0.3, propeller noise estimates, reference 37 gives the empirical loading
law -1.43
gcx)= o.e6lxl (50C)
!
and reference 36 says; for the same tip speed range
g(X.) -" 0.04 IX 2 (] HX/36J3)]°0"5
There seemsto be a typovaphical error here, becausethis formula doesn't match the empirical data
in reference 3'7. The correct formula should be
e(x) = )oz2[Ixl3 l.(x/36)z (50D)0.5
= 44.0
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Although the two equations, (50C) and (50D), appear quite different, they match the same
data (fig. 75a) and have one thing in common when compared to the equations for helicopters-the
propeller harmonic loads are typically higher.
More recent data (ref. 38) at the propeller conditions, 0.5 < MT < 0.7, yield yet another
loading law
g(),) "- 24.0, IXJ"2"5 / [1 + (30/X)2] 0"5
•., (50E)
This formula is derived from the data given in reference 38. The spread in the data between that for
the thrust and torque harmonics is probably due to-the equivalent point loads for thrust and drag
act at different centroids. Thus, the use of a single point load for calculating the harmonic tones
,-i! results in a tolerance of about +8.0 dB. A plot of equation (50E) is shown in figure 75b. In view of
' _i the data and formulae presented, one would expect that the general form of the loading law is
{ ,,' 1]g(x) - c _'LI_Iz_+l_ 1, x)2 ' (51)
with the parameters (c, __,_,c) determined by experiment. In actual practice, the form of equation
(49) should suffice for determining the sound harmonics of orders; 1 < N < 30/Bo For more
accurate estimation of sound harmonics outside this range, equation (51) sh,'mld be used.
Simplification.-In order to put equation (48) in more useable form, the following notation
is used.
ATO = T/B
ADO = h D ATO
ARO = hR ATO
[AT_ I = 0.5 ATO g(A) forl^l >0
IADA] = hDIATA I forl_-I > o
IARI= hRJAT_I forl,xl>0
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with the function fl(X) given by one of the various loading laws, equations (49), (50A) through
(50E), and (51). As,,mming random phase, as was done in references 33 and 35, we put
A_, = _ ( 1 + i), x>O
for each load component. Insertion into the randomphaseform of equation48 yields
:: ICNI2 -
)
i . ]; t
i where [ (-)]_n), R sin_ - + cos,[, hD SF n+), ix
BnX = [ cosq,-hD _ ME /
(n ME sin #/SF) = argument in the Bessel functions
n = NB
ME = Hefical Mach number at radius R
R = Radial centroid for equivalent point load.
Equxtion (52) above provides an estimate of the far-field discrete tones at a distance, r, from
ti'_erotor hub. This estimate also corresponds to free-field conditions.
in the application of equation (52), limitations must be employed to computerize the
procedure. Obviously, the summation with respect to X must be truncated when the terms cease to
add to the noise. References 33, 37, and 38 show that the effective range for X is
n (1 - q) "- _, -_ n (I + q)
with
q=I"E t./se I
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P
| and the termscontaining Jn+),and Jn+ ),canbe neglected.
it also can be shownthat the radial load componentscan be neglectedin equation 52 because
their amplitude is much less than that due to thrust or torque. This results in a less complex
equation •
Ic.I-- ,,er co---,0
_: K2 2]
where
_ K ! = Max[n (i - q)-0.5, ! i (integer result)
K2 = n(! +q)+0.5 (integerresuit)
:_ q = [MEsinq_/sF[
n = NB
ME = Helical Mach number at radius R
R = Radial centroid for equivalent point load
gO,) = Represents the loading-law function, equations (49) through (51 )
1 T = Total thrust for rotor
h D = Drag/thrust ratio
| __ (Q/R)/T where Q is the total torque on the rotor
r = Distance front rotor hub at retarded time
= Directivity angle re. rotor inlet axis at retarded timet
SF = Doppler-shift factor, 1 - Mo cos
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The use of equation (53) to calculate a/I the sound harmonics required in the audio frequency
range would be quite expensive-even on high-speed computers. Reference 33 has shown that the
resulting values of LN vary in a smooth fashion when plotted against log(N). Suppose that a data
curve as shown in figure 76 can be developed through use of equation (53) for a selected set of
!
* values for N. Then by means of interpolation/extrapolation with respect to log(N), all the necessary
sound harmonic levels, LN, can be obtained at a tremendous saving in computer storage and time.
: Additional limitations must be employed in order to reduce computer storage and time. The
_l practical limitations for rotors and propellers are
i! 2 _gB _g6
i.:_ ME
0<g-<l
As was mentioned previously, the values of N will be limited to
l_gN_21
Also, symmetry implies that the values for sin q, are contained in
O_ sin ,I, _1
Thus the maximum range for X in equation (53) is given by
l_g _, _g2n
where n = N B and the orders of the Bessel functions, JK, which could have to be calculated and
store_i are
0_gK qgn
Inserting the possible values give
0gK 442 forB=2
0EgK ,g63 forB=3
0_gK _g 126 for B=6
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FIGURE 76.-TYPICAL DISCRETE-TONE LEVELS VERSUS HARMONIC NUMBER
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or in general,
I O_K_NB
with N being the harmonic number for the discrete-tone occurringat the frequency, N fo'
Other harmonic noise sources.- There are three other noise sources present for rotating
propellers_and/or rotors. These sources are (!)"thickness-noise" (dipole character), (2)Reynolds
i stress noise (quadrupole character), and (3)blade-slap. In practice, these noise sources are usOally
i_ neglected. The reasonsare discussed below.
,t
!_ In addition to the thrust and drag loading noise already discussed, another dipole sol_rce is
present (refs. 36 through 38). This source has been given the term "thickness noise" due to its
strength being proportional to the blade volume and the local blade acceleration (ref. 36). For
rotors operating at constant speed ( 0 and Mo constant), the only accelerationpresent is that in the
radial direction. (Note that the blades are considered rigid.) Thus this source corresponds to the
radial loads that appearo_: the blades. In order to evaluate this source, knowledge of the complete
blade geometry is required to r,erform the nece_qxy integration over the blades. Both Hamilton
Standardreports (refs. 37 _n_ 38) have included this source in their calculations. They report that
this source can dominate over the loading noise due to thrust and drag if the propeller is lightly
loaded or if the blades areratherthick. Reference 36 arguesthat this source will only be significant,
relative to the thrustand drag terms, for uery thick blades at low loadingconditions. Although these
three reportsagree in concept; the emphasis of reference 36 differs. This latter emphasis leads to the
assumption: "The thickness-noise contribution to the discrete-tone levels produced by propellers/
rotors can be neglected, if the blades arenot thick and/or lightly loaded."
The relative magnitude of the quadmpole sources when compared to that for dipole sources is
given by reference 36 as
Quadru- D|pole
pole
This relation shows that the dipole (force) noise components dominate in most practical
applications. However, as M cos/_ approaches unity and n gets greater than 100, the quadrupole
sources become dominant. "In assessing these results, it is of course important to rememberthat
these results apply only to the specific case examiued .... Despite these limitations, it may be
concluded that for quiet propellers operating at tip speeds of less than about M = 0.5, the
quadrupole noise should not be expected to n_akesignificant contributions to the harmonic noise
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[ for n < 200, even on the propeller axis" (ref. 36). For further details see pages ;, 9, 68 of
reference 36.
Under the various helicopter operations (for instance, during low-power descent), the rotor
produces a loud impulsive noise. The energy for this noise consists of harmonic tones that occur at
[ multiples of the fundamental blade-passage frequency, but the distribution does not fall-off rapidly
with increasing harmonic number-hence, the impulsive character. This noise has been given the
term "blade-slap." Whenever this "impulsive" noise occurs, it is particularly severe, but it also has a
highly directional radiation pattern. Thus blade-slap is net always heard, even though it may exist
| (ref. 33).
This phenomena occurs at precisely those conditions when a vortex wake can be expected to
pass very close to the rotor. Blade-slap can also occur when the rotors are operated at high speed.
Then, it is associated with transonic flow over the rotor blades. Thus, there are two possible sources
of blade-slap-vortex interaction and/or transonic flow. These phenomena can be predicted.
"However, it seem inappropriate to consider blade-slap as a separate phenomenon. The helicopter
rotor is always undergoing some form of vortex interaction, and blade-slap is simply a severe form.
Perhaps it is more realistic to suppose that, at least from the acoustic point of view, the helicopter is
always flying under some degree of b|ade-slap" (ref. 33).
The loading-law, equation (50_), includes some of these vortex interaction effects and its use
is recommended. Hopefully, this equation approximates the low.degree, blade-slap mentioned
above, No additional effort was made, however, to try and predict the special severe case.
5.3 NOISE CONTOUR ESTIMATION
A noise contour is the locus of points on the ground in which the noise is at a constant
acoustic level. The c_culation of a noise contour requires the establishment of the relationship
between the aircraft's noise performance and the aero/propulsion parameters during takeoff and
landing. The following optimized method is presented which will fit within the computer time and
storage consh'aints of the Ames flight simul_-tor.
The relationships mentioned above are established when data points are given for noise level
(NL), engine performtmce (EPP), range at closest _oint of approach (R), and elevation angle (o0, for
a,_ aircraft during level flight (see fig. 15 and table ! I ). This data can then be formed into tabular
tunctions: NL versus (EPP, log R,_ ), or log R versus (a, EPP) for each noise contour. When the
airplane coordinates and EPP are given, interpolation using these functions at the geometry shown
in figure 77 provides two points (one for each sicle of the flight track) on the ground for a specific
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TABLE 11.-SAMPEL N_I,,_<'c DATA GRID FOR NOISE CONTOUR COMPUTER PROGRAM
_ INDEPENDENTVARIABLES RANGE
i. 11 EPP L, Eppl , EPP2, ..., Epp I
! 21R • RI, R2,...RI .05<R <12.8 Ku
)) G m al , Q2'""ak 0" < Q < 90"
-1
ILI
NOISECONTOURS (U.V) U
II -- Ir ...... _ ---.,
NOISEDATA GRID: 54 OBSERVERPOSITIONS,:_2ALTITUDES
' '" ..'.. II IIIRII
VARIABLE DISTANCES(KM)
I jli I i
R .05 .2 .4 .8 1.6 3-_ 6.4 12.8
...... • I |1 I _ I i i III I
Q= 0" SINI3I = 0
L ii
U = .05 .1 .2 .4 .8 1.6 5.2 6.4 12.8
Z-- 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0
(I -- 7.18" SINQ = o125
-_ , _.,.
U _- ._% .1)9q2 .lq8 .397 .7q4 1.5q 3.17 6.35 12.7
Z = .00t,25 .0125 .025 °05 .1 .2 .4 .8 1.6
(1= 14.46" SING = .25
U =: ,0484 .0968 .1_4 .387 .774 1.55 3.10 6.2Q 12,,4
Z -" .0125 .025 .05 .1 .2 .4 .8 1.6 7.2
(1-'- 30* SIN• = .S
_J i!1 --
U _ .0433 .08bb .173 .34b .693 1.38 2.77 5.54 11.1
Z "= .025 .05 .1 .2 04 .8 1.6 3.2 6.4
(_ _ 45" SIN ¢i " .707107
U -_ .03_. .0707 .141 .283 .566 1.13 2.26 4.52 9.05
Z m .0354 .0707 .141 .203 .%6 1.13 2.26 4.52 9.05
¢Lm _" SIN a m 1+0
Um 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Z m .05 .1 .2 4 _ l.b 3.2 6.4 12.8
I"/6
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"I noise level. If a series of these points are calculated during an aircraft's takeoff or landing, a noise
contour is determined. The area enclosed by this contour can be calculated.
Although there exist more refined methods for cz_iculating noise contours, they require rather
lengthy calculations, and result in increased computer time and storage. This makes them
undesirable candidates for flight simulator use. The approach presented here has the advantage of
minimizing computations and reducing storage requirements. Despite the fact that this method uses
approximations, when sufficient data points are provided by measurement or by prediction, the
procedure provides reasonably accurate noise contours.
5.3.1 Acoustic Data
The acoustic data required for noise contour estimation consists of a directivity angle for peak
noise radia,ion and a tabulated function of three variables-noise level versus EPP, R, and _ (see
fig. 15). It is of particular importance, when constructing this function, that the data is for level
._: flight and that it is sampled in the manner indicated in table 11 ; i.e., in equal steps of log R for
i'!_:_i angular increments of sinc_ = O, 0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 0.707107, and 1.0. The noise contour computerprogr m has been optimized for d_ta given in this form and provides the greatest accuracy for a
-_i_!_° minimum amount of d,_ta. Also the noise levels are to be strictly monotonic; aecreasing noise with
-fill respect to increasing values of log R. If this constraint is not adhered to, the whole procedure fails.
This constraint poses no restriction to observed aircraft noise or to that provided by the noise
source estimatic.l procedure.
" 5.3.2 Aero/Propuision Data
The aero-propuision data required for noise contour estimation consists of a series of points
along the aircraft's takeoff or landing flight path which define the airplane position (x, y, z), the
orientation angle (fie) tor the reference axis of the dominant noise source and the engine
perform_uacc (EPD). During the Phase A portion of the contract, the key engine performance
parameter was engine pressure ratio (EPR) due to its relationship to other jet engine cycle
parameters, i.e.. there is one-to-one correspondence between EPR and all other engine cycle
para_,neters and this correspondence is constant with altitude for a fixed aircraft velocity. Since the
noise p_oduced by jet engines is directly related to the engine cycle, it will also follow this
correspondence with EPR at a reference off axis distance. However, jet e:_gines are not the only
powctplant_ considered in the Phase B effort. The choice of what the engine performance parameter
rcprcsents is Iclt up to the user.
5.3.3 Noise Contour Calculation
The noise contour calculation can be broken down into four basic steps. The first is the
formation of the acoustic data functions:
NL = fI(EPP, log R,t_)
and
Log R = f2(a, EPP)
for each noise contour from the given data points (NL k, EPPk, Rk, ak). This step is done only once.
_, Thereafter, the calculation requires interpolation for log R at a desired contour noise level (CNL)
and geometry shown in figure 77. The next steps are the geometric solutions for the contour points
(U, V) in a moving reference frame and £,naHy, the transformation of contour coordinates (U, V) to
!t the fixed (X, Y, Z) coordinate system (see fig. 77). The details are outlined below.
t
_t_ a) Formation of the acoustic data functions, fl and f2:
i Data points (NL k, EPPk, Rk_a k) a_ assumed to be given from the use of the noise
source estimation computer program or from measurements (table 11). Sort the given
_ data with respect to increasing values of EPPk, Rk, u k as these variables will be treated as
independent for the function fl" Next, determine the distinct values for the given arrays
(EPPk, Rk, t_k) and use the results for the independent variable data arrays specifying
where noise levels are defiraed.
NOTE: The three-dimensional function NL = fl (EPP, log R,t_) is now formed.
Specifying tile desired contour noise levels (CNLj) permits the transformation of the
function fl to a function logR= f2(t_, EPP) for each CNLj. This is done by
_ one-dimensional interpolation on fl at NL = CNLj for j = !, 2, etc.
NOTE: The transformation assumes that the function fl is monotonic: decreasing with
respect to increasing values of log R.
b) Calculation of log R for a specific contour CNLj:
At each point along the aircraft's flight path the folio ring data is required.
_-_ zi aircraft height above the ground
6i climb angle, i ,:., computed as the arc tangent c,f the climb _y_'adient
, 179
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6Ei Orientation angle of the dominant noise source reference axis-usually the
angle between the gross thrust vector and the horizon
EPPi engine performance parameter
Calculation:
let ZE = aircraft-to-ground distance perpendicular to the flight path
= zi cos 6i
Iterate the calculations below until [¢_-¢_ol_ ,_[¢a I. In this iteration, oto is set initially to
the v_lue 45 ° for each noise contour and is updated at each aircraft position along the
flight path. l'he value, c, is a tolerance constant for the iteration; a reasonable value is
1.2 x 10"3.
log R = interpolation on f2 at (a o, EPPi)
¢_ = arcsin (ZE/R)
Test ¢_for convergence with °to and update _o if another iteration is required.
In the computer program, a test for contour closure is made just before the calculation of
ot above. Closure occurs when R < Z E. The action taken is to set a = 0.5 (c_o + 90*). This
is done to avoid premature closure estimates that have occurred during rapid cutback
operations. If closure has indeed occurred, the program contains a "trap" and sets a
corresponding error code.
c) Calculation of contour points (U, V):
U2 R 2
= , ZE2
f P cos_P V cosSEi - zi sin6Ei !
V = Solution of | |
t p2
= U 2 + V2 + zi2 J
where
R = range at CPA calculated for the noise contour in step (b),
= directivity angle f_r peak passby noise propagation relativc to the
dominant noise source reference axis.
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l,_ NOTE: Singularities can exist when 6El =+-90 °, and/or the directivity cone does not
intersect the ground at sideline distances-+ U. Heficopters, tilt rotor aircraft, etc.
require special consideration. The singularities can be avoided by letting
_Ei = 6i and q' = 90°.
d) Coordinate transformations:
let dx -- xi - xi. 1
L
dy = Yi" Yi-!
dsi2 = dx 2 + dy 2
sin 0 = -dx/ds i
; cos 0 = dy/ds i
i _ x = Ucos0-Vsin0+x i
i• y = Vcos0+Usin0 +yi
where
i
(xi. _, yi.|), (x i, y|.) = Aircraft coordinates for the previous and
e ! present position along the flight path.
f (U, V) = Contour points in moving reference frame
calculated in (c).
5.3.4 Area Calculation
The area enclosed by each noise contour is calculated after the points, (U, V), are determined
for aircraft positions (x i, Yi' zi)' i = i ,2, etc. The procedure is as follows:
Aj = _ AAij
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' _' for each contour CNLj where (from section 5.2.3)
_Aij = (U i + Ui. ! ) (V i - Vi. 1 + dsi)
iI NOTE: The formula assumes negligible error due to changes in the flight track vector fromiterati n (i-!) to (i).
5.3.5 Noise Estimate on Sideline
Multiple sideline noise estimates are included with the noise contour computer program. The
observer locations for these noise numbers are on the sidelines in the (U, V, Z) coordinate system, |
'!_i as shown in figure 77. The sideline distances can be specified by the user; the default values are
• • 1.0 m, 152.4 m (500 feet), 463.3 m. If any or all of the values r,.:ed to be changed, they may be as a
% user input.
Calculation:
let Ri2 - SD2+ZE2
i = arc°s(SD/Ri)
where SD is a set of sideline distances.
A three-dimensional interpolation on fi at (EPPi, log Ri, ot i) yields the specified noise _.
estimates.
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company
P.O. Box 3707
Seattle, WashingCcm, July !973
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APPENDIX A
THEORETICAL GROUND REFLECTION PREDICTION PROCEDURE
BACKGROUND _PLANE WAVES)
An _.coustic wave in the vicinity of a reflecting surface can be twated as the sum of a direct
and reflected wave. The difference in path length for the two signals introduces terms for spherical
divergence, phase delay, and absorption (ground and the air). This latter term for air absorption is
negligible when compared to the others and will therefore be ignored. When the phase delay
approaches odd multiples of 180°, destructive interference results. At even multiples of 180°
constructive interference occurs. This interference complicates the analysis of acoustic data unless
efforts are made to eliminate the anomafies it produces in noise spectra. If ground reflection cannot
be eliminated, perhaps its effect can be estimated, and measured data can be corrected to free-field
or vice-versa. The following is an analysis directed at solving this problem.
i Figure A! shows the geometry of the reflection problem. The receiver (microphone or ear of
_i the observer) receives signals from a direct path and from a reflected path. The distance for the
! reflected path is (P + A p), which can be readily computed from equations (6A) or (6B) in section
_l 5.1.2. Similarly, the angle of incidence, u O, (which is the same as llI in section 5.1.2) can be
obtained from equation 7. The angle of refraction, u 1, is given by the acoustic equivalent of
Snell's law.
KOcos vO= K! cos v I
where
K0 = 21rf/C0 (wave number in air)
K1 ~ 27rf/Ci (wave number in ground)
in general, K l is complex (non-uniform wave), but it can be shown that a uniform acoustic plane
,_ wave cannot attenuate in the Y-direction for both media (air and ground) when air absorption is
neglected.
m.
F||rther, the imaginary part of KI affects only the transmitted signal and not the reflected
signal. For this r_,ason, only the real part of K I will be considered in what follows Spherical
II
propagation will be treated later.
t4
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Therefore, K1 / K0 ~ C0 / C1
where COand CI are speeds of sound in the air and ground respectively.
Continuing with the solution for sin v! , yields
stn21_ -'- 1 - (Ko/K1)2 cos2
, If Ko/K1 is greaterthan unity, as ismostlikely the casefor theground,thereisa criticalangle,Vc,
in whichsin2vl canbecomenegative.That is,
{a, FOR u° _ vc }SIN vlffi _+},aI FOR vo< uc (AI)J
where
= COS-I (KI/K 0)
" _ =_= ]l-(Ko/K_)=COSZvoJ°'s
The choice of sign when sin vI is imaginarydepends upon the convention used to denote phase
delay in the velocity potentials (¢) and impedance (ZI), and in the boundary condition-the
transmitted signal (_T) should vanish as X approaches infinity.
The convention used here is
_, _I = lncident stgnal
: % exp[-t Ko (X s_nuo + Y cOSUo)]
OR = reflected stgnal
= _o IP exp[-t Ko (-X stn_,o + ¥ coSJ,o}]P
CT = ansmitted stgnal
: _¢,T exp[-l K1 (X stn/_ * Y cos;Ul)]
r = plane=wave reflection coefft,:Aent
(zl/z o) = (s.l.,,] / sin. o)
o
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1' = plane-wave transmission coefficient
Z(Zl/Z O)
= 1, r = (zizo).-+ (sin. l/st,o)
when vo is lessthan vc, weseethat_T wiP_vanishasX approachesinfinity, if and only if;
, stnp 1 = -1 _1 and cos_,1 = _1 = (Ko/K1) cOSPo
_l where (orI,/)l ) arepositive real numbers.
:!ii
_ That is:
_T = _ol'exp['t K1 (-1 a 1 X + _1 Y)]
= _o T exp(-K] o_1 X) exp(-t K] _1 Y)
x-_oo"m0T = x-_o_"mexp('K1 _1 X) [_o '_ exp(-i K1 /)1 Y)]
= 0
These relationships where0 T represents a non.uniform, plane wave are shown in figure A2. It
is worth noting that there is no flow cofreal acoustic power in the X direction, but there is real
power flow in the Y direction for both media (air andground). Note that g I is considered real, i.e.,
a lossless medium. If ZI/Z0 is a positive real number, then the reflection coefficient r is exp(i 0);
and the reflected ._ignalOR is equal in _nagnitudeto the incident signal0 I, but suffers a phaseshift
given by
0 _- Z tan'l[aI Zo I (Z1 sin_o)]
This explains how the reflection coefficient can have a phase term different than zero when the
ground impedance is real-an apparent contradiction of physics; though not really so, wh£:nthe
critical angle is included in the anal_jsis.
The composite signal of the direct and reflected sound is then given by the velocity potential
solution for rlane waves as
¢'c° %+ --
_D [l + P exp(ol K° LkP)] (A3)
i
1
where OD is the signal for the direct path and F is the reflection coefficient given in equation (A2).
For acoustically hard surfaces like water or concrete, [Z i/Z01may be as large as 3 x 103; so
that the reflection coefficient is approximately unity, except for very small angles of to. When vo
approaches zero (grazing incidence), the r' _,pproachesminus one regardlessof the impedance
values. Since the difference in path length, Ap, also approaches zero vnder these conditions, the
erroneous conclusion given by equation (A3) is that the observe_ signal, ¢C, vanishes The
contradiction ks solved by noting thatuniform acoustic plane waves just do not exist. A m,_re
tt_ tt_
detailed analysis in _eferences5 and _ shows that the wave fronts are _ent in the vicinity of the
ground for a "dissipative" reflecting plane (see figure A3).
Since we are interested in the reflected signal, not the transmitted signal, further analysis of
this boundary layer phenomenon can sewe only academic interest. Its presentation was to point out
one reason why equation (A3) fails for propagationat grazing incidence. Another approachfoUows
which considers acoustic waveswith sphericalpropagation. It does not have this singularity.
SPHERICALPROPAGATION
Rudnick (ref. i6) showed that equation (A3) can be replaced by
¢_C = ¢_D iI + r"exp('i Ko _P) 1 (A4)
where
l" = effective reflection coefficient for
spherical propagation
jr+ (I-r) r(w)]I (lI" = plane-wavereflectloncoefflclent
F(_i)= the "boundaryloss factor"
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Equation (A4) applies to _ point source, homogeneous media (air and ground) and a
smooth/infinite/reflecting plane with complex acoustic wave impedance. When the observer gets
sufficiently far away from the sound source, L,P/P approaches zero. if the angle of incidence, vo,
approaches 90 ° under these conditions, then equation (A4) become identical to equation (A3). In
this case, the plane wave approximation is as good as that for spherical propagation. However,
aircraft/observer geometry, cannot be restricted to just this case and equation (A4) is a better
formulation for describing the ground reflection phenomenon and it has therefore been
incorporated into the extrapolation methods used in the computer program.
i For the purpose of evaluating the "boundary loss factor," the following expansions are given.
, ]
!_ Whe_ W is less than ten, then
K,-tK-O (AS.1)
o
I I
When [W] is greater than or equal to ten, then
F(W) = g(W)/ [w +
with g(kl) = -[0.5 + 0.5
w- z.s 3 (AS.2)
W i 14.5, . "7'.5
-6.s ]o.8o$
Due to truncation error by the c.omputer (not enough significant digits), equation (A5. ! ) is not
computatio,,tally stable for values of IW[ greater ==thanten, although, in theory, the series converges
BE
for all W. Equation (A5.2) is _table for values of IW]greater than 10. It was formed by transforming.
the Tayior series of Erfc(Z) into Gaussian continued fraction (ref. 19) and truncating after five
terms, The maximum absolute error of this approximation is (I. I x 10"9).
BANDWIDTH EFFECW$
_0'- _1 "Ip 'm'
So t'_Jrthe analysis has considered +relya simple harmonic source. What acoustica; engi.eef_ are
really interested in is how ground reflection _:ffects Sound Pressure revel Spectra {SPLS). as
measured with finite bandwidth equ,pment. Sint:e detection equipr, lent sums the signals with
t I
frequencies contained in the bandwidth of tile filters, it is necessary to integrate equation (A4) to
determine the bandwidth effect.
ASPL = 10 Log10 f-_f-fL df
where (*) denotes complex conjugate and (fL, fu) denote the cutoff frequencies for the filters.
If the values for ZI/Z 0 and KI/K0 do not vary erratically over the frequency limits of
integration, this integralcan be approximated by
[1 stn($1)] (A6,ASPL -" 10 Log10 + A2 + 2 A cos(Sz-g)
where
_ A =lr'l andO = arg (r')
; SI = _ _ p ffU'fL)/CO
'_:'_ $2 = _/'_ P (fu + fL)/Co
i
t and the values for F' are evaluated at the geometric-mean-frequencies for the filters.
OTHEREFFECTS
t
There are other etfects which affect noise measurements in tile vicinity of a reflecting ground
plane: wind and temperature gradients: noise source dis_fibution, and scattering of the sound by an
acoustically rough ground plane, etc. These other effects have _:ot been adequately quantified at
t this Ume for incorporation into mathematical terms.
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,' THEORETICAL EJECTOR PERFORMANCE
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COORDINATION SHEET
TO tIC RFP-6-8462-30-59
W. C. S:_roy ITrt._ NI
t CC J.R. Anderso_ W.R. Johmon bait October 7, 1971
-_ W.K. Bouerme;:tor R. B. Tara mu._E;l 727
,_ii GROUP INDEX 727 Retrofit Feasibility Program
- .i,
_'_ SUBJECT Theoretical Elector Performance Parameters
;:, Utilizing Simulated JTBD-9 Engine Conditions
o+i
_1'
i,I
_ in order to m,lke certain ejector design dec|siam, the flow properties at the entrance and
exit of the ejector shroud were requested verbally by Acoustics Staff personnel. Presented
here are these flow propertios m determined by a Propulsion Research-developed ejector
computer program for mixed=to-primary area ratios (;-t./W/Ap) of 1.6, 1.8, 2.0, and 2.2.
The P&WA JT8D-9 turbofan engine conditions were slmulat_d and are tabulated along with
the ejector geometry and loss inputs. Figure 1 through 32 present _he ejector performance
param©ter versus airspeed for lines of constant EPR. The following table is an index to
the f|gures:
Performance AM/AF
Parameter 1.6 1 .B 2.0 2.2
Fig. 1 Fig 9 Fig. 17 Fig. 25
M E Fig 2 Fig. 10 .:i9. I_ Fig. 2t
ME), Fig. 3 Fig, il Fig. 19 Fig.-2_'"._
/_AS F;g. 4 Fiq. 12 Fig. ?0 Fig. 2B
WS/W P Fig. 5 Fig. 13 Fi_. 21 _q. 29
TTE/_T_ Fig 6 Fi3. 14 Fig. 22 Fig_ 30
Ps/P,_ Fig. 7 Fig. 15 F_g. 23 Fi_. 31
p/p_ Fig 8 Fig. 16 Fig. 24 Fig. 32
Where:
AM/A p : Ejector Mixirmj to Primury Area Ratio
Ejector E_it Mc+ch No. ,_t Station Q
-" Ejector Net Thrust R,,tio (Fnej/F.p)
M E
Mp Primarv Flow Mu,_h No. ,,t _tat;,_n_
M S Secondary Flow M_jch No. _t Statlor_ _lj |_
ws/_/p - SecoPd_ry Airflo_ to Pri, lary Airflo_ Ra,io
TTE/TT+.,_ Ejector Exi_ Tottll Temper_Jt.re r:tltio
I_/Pc_ "" Secondary St_tlc Pressure Ratio" _Jt Stutio.._,_l_
P,"Poe - Primary Stotlc Pre_,Jro Ratio ut St ,tior,_J
RFP-6-8462-30-59' Page 2
*j
These curves are to provide trend data only and ore not to be utll ized for
_timating the performance of a specific ejector, suppressorconfiguration.
It should be noted that the primary flow Moch Number at Station 0 is not
the fully expanded Moth Number°
Unfortunately, this ejector program assumes co,,t_!_e mixing and _Joesnot
provide the ejector flow properties between the entrance m,J 4_it of the
shroud. A mixing program is being formulated by the Propulsion Research
group to provide flow properties as a function of axial displacement. The
m|xing program will probably be ready for checkout in December 1971.
Approveo oy_ -
_.. _"jonne)and
Attachment: Table I, Figures 1-32
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